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Abstract 
Adamowicz, Z., A contribution to the end-extension problem and the II, conservativeness 
problem, Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 61 (1993) 3-48. 
We formulate a IT, sentence r which is a version of the Tableau consistency of IA,. The 
sentence r is true and is provable in IA,, + exp. We construct a model M of IA0 + Sz, + t + Bz’, 
which has no proper end-extension to a model of IA, + Q, + T. Also we prove that 
IA, + 52, + ‘G is not I7, conservative over IA, + z. 
Introduction 
The ‘end-extension’ problem for bounded arithmetic is the following: 
(1) Does every model of IA, + BZ, have a proper end-extension to a model of 
IA,,? 
The question was asked by Kirby and Paris in 1977. 
Now let us explain the 17, conservativeness problem. We have the following 
sequence of theories: 
where IdO + Sz, is the theory U,, IA0 + Sz, (see [lo]). Each of these theories still 
may be stratified. If we denote by Ez the counterpart of the Buss’s class _Xf under 
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the appropriate translation of languages then we have 
and in Buss’s notation 
One can ask about the Z7, conservativeness property between the consecutive 
theories. If ZA,, blAoH then the horizontal lines of the hierarchy of theories 
collapse. 
The most important partial results on the end-extension problem have been the 
following. 
If instead of ZAO the theory ZA,, + exp is considered then the answer is negative, 
i.e.: 
I. There is a model of IdO + exp + BEI with no proper end-extension to a model 
of IA,) + exp (see [9]). 
On the other hand: 
II. Every countable model of IA,, + exp + BX1 has an end-extension to a model 
of IA,, (and even of IA,, + LL) ( see [9]). Moreover the same holds for. every 
model of IA0 + exp + B2’, which is confinal with o (see [l]). 
III. If ZA, kidoH then there is a model of IA0 + B2, with no proper end- 
extension to a model of IdO (see [9]). 
The models in I and III are countable, so I, II, III apply also to the version of 
the question (1) formulated for the case of countable models. 
The most important results on the 17, conservativeness problem have been the 
following: 
1. ZAO + exp is not ZZi conservative over IA,, (see [lo]) (and even over ZA, + Q_ 
(see [6])). Moreover, the Z7, consequences of ZAO + exp, Z71(ZA0 +exp), are not 
finitely axiomatizable over IdO (IA, + Q,) (see [6]). 
II. ZE: + Qfi+, (S’,+l) is not II, (VZI:) conservative over ZET + Q,, (SfJ (see [7]). 
Thus, the main open questions can be stated as 
IS ZAO + a,+, ZI, conservative over IA,, + CL?,,  
The end-extension problem and II, conservativeness problem 
where, by IdO + Q, we mean IdO, and 
Are Z17,(ZA,, + Sz,, + J finitely uxiomatizable over ZI1(ZAo + Q,) ? 
Under the assumption IA,, t lA,H the answer to both questions is negative. 
The reason that either the presence of exp or the assumption IdO t lA,H solves 
the main problems is that in both cases there is a 2, formula which is provably 
universival for 2, formulas, i.e., a formula Sat and a formula Sat’ such that 
IdO + exp t q(x) e Sut(q, x) 
for Q, E _Z1 and 
IA0 I- q(x) e Sut’(q, x) 
if ZAO I- lA,H for Q, E 2,. 
There are also some other questions which have a solution for ZA, + exp or 
under ZAO t ~A,H. 
Wilkie and Paris in [lo] tried to replace in some problems exp or the 
assumption ZA, kidOH by the axiom ConZA, or by another consistency state- 
ment. Here we follow a similar approach with respect to the end-extension 
problem. Instead of the theory IdO we consider the theory ZAO + 52,. We define a 
consistency statement t, which is a formulation of the Tableau consistency of 
IA,,, such that the questions are solved under the assumption 
(*) ZA,+SZ,tt. 
This assumption can be treated as a weakening of IA, t lA,,H. Indeed, we shall 
show that (*) follows from IdO 1 lAoH. 
It is worth mentioning that our consistency statement is a theorem of 
IdO + exp. So we have 
Theorem 1. Zf (*) is true then there is a model of Ido + Q, + B2, with no proper 
end-extension to a model of ZA, + Q1. 
We also prove the following absolute results. 
Theorem 2. There is a model M of IdO + Q, + z + B2, with no proper end- 
extension to a model of IdO + Q, + z. 
Thus we show that the theory IdO + Sz, enriched by a formulation r of the 
Tableau consistency of IdO has similar properties with respect to the end- 
extension problem as the theory IdO + exp. 
It turns out that the end-extension problem is related to the questions 
concerning partial conservativeness. As a corollary of the above theorems we get 
the following result: 
Theorem 3. IA, + !2, + z is not 17, conservative over ZAO + z. Moreover, 
ZI,(ZA, + !2 + z) are not finitely uxiomutizuble over Z7,(ZA, + z). This can be 
generalized to the case of Ido + !2,, + 1 and IdO + Q,, . 
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Clearly Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 2. However, we prove Theorem 1 
first to illustrate the methods of the proof of Theorem 2 in a simpler situation. 
Related notions and ideas of the proofs 
Let 3: be the translation of the class 3 I$, where Ui is the appropriate Buss’s 
class, to the usual language of arithmetic. Then 3: is a subclass of ,X1. For the 
precise definition of the classes of formulas 3:, V,*, Ez, iJ; see the Appendix. 
The key property of 3: is that this is a class of _Z1 formulas with bounded 
complexity for which there is a satisfaction formula in IdO + 52, within the class. 
We can carry out all the reasonings of the rest of the paper if k is large enough, so 
let us assume that k is large enough. So, we have the following fact 
Fact 1. In IdO + Q1 there is an 3: universal formula for 3: formulas. 
See the Appendix for the construction of the satisfaction formulas involved. 
The meaning of the sentence t that we are going to formulate is the following: 
Vx (there is no Tableau proof of length logx of the contradiction from 
the theory ZAO + B.2, + the set of all true 32 sentences). 
Here, for technical reasons, the theory ZAO is considered in the language with 
‘+’ and ‘a’ treated as relations and the totality of ‘+’ and ‘e’ is not assumed. By 
‘the contradiction’ we mean the sentence 0 = 1. 
We can formulate the sentence t since we have a truth definition for 3: 
sentences available in IA, + QI. Later we shall show that under IdO IlA&Z, z is 
provable in IdO + G$. 
In Theorem 1 we deal with this sentence r and in Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 
with its following refinement: 
Vx [there is no Tableau proof of length logx of the contradiction 
from the theory (IA0 + B2, + the set of all true 3: sentences 
+ Vx [there is no Tableau proof of length log x of the contradiction 
from the theory (ZAO + BX1 + the set of all true 3: sentences 
x + Vx [there is no Tableau proof of length log x of the contradiction 
from the theory (IA,, + BE, + the set of all true 3: sentences + * * . )])])I 
where the repetition is 4 log log log x times. 
Thus r is a statement of ‘iterated’ consistency, where the iteration is over a cut. 
We have chosen here a refinement of the cut {x: 2’” exists} since it is the least 
cut which is 2, definable and provably closed under successor in ZAO + C,. The 
choice of the cuts here is to a great extent arbitrary-we only need that they are 
.X, definable, closed under successor and ‘small’ enough, so that the bounds which 
we will be using in the proofs hold-see the comment following Remark 2.5. 
The above sentences look complicated but we shall see later that they occur 
naturally in some arguments, even in arguments already run in some other 
contexts e.g. in [9]. 
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The first related notion is the notion of a maximal theory. This notion is 
interesting in its own right. It was first introduced in [9] in the proofs of I and III 
and then was studied in [2]. 
Let T be a consistent theory. Let a theory T* consisting of 2, (3:) sentences 
be called maximal (w.r.t. T) if T* is maximal consistent with T, i.e., there is no 
_Z’, (3:) sentence consistent with T* + T which is not in T*. 
The idea of the Wilkie-Paris proof of III is the following. 
Assume ZAoklAoH. Let T* c 2, be maximal w.r.t. ZAo. Let K k T* + IdO + 
B,E1. We construct a submodel M of K such that M-K, K, whence M k T* + ZAO, 
with the property M E B_Z, and _Zi (M) (the set of all 2, sentences true in M) is 
not coded in M (this can be written as 2,(M) 4 M). The construction of M is a 
canonical construction of a l-elementary submodel, which can be called ‘forcing- 
like’, combined with a diagonal argument which guarantees 2,(M) 4 M. Note that 
2,(M) = T* in this case, by the maximality of T*. 
Now suppose that M has a proper end-extension M’ satisfying ZAO. Then 
T* =2,(M) c C,(M’) and Jf,(M’) = T*, by maximality. Thus X,(M) z= ,Y,(M’). 
Hence, if a E M' \ M then T* is the set of all Z’, sentences true in M’ and 
witnessed below a. Thus, T* can be defined in M’ using the _Z’, universal formula 
for 2, sentences. Hence T* EM’ and thus T* EM, contradiction. 
Now, if we want to proceed without the assumption ZAO t ~A,,H, we have to 
overcome the lack of a Z’, universal formula. Our main idea is the following. 
Instead of dealing with the class Z1 we deal with 3; and instead of dealing with 
IdO we deal with IA,, + 9, + z. Let T* s 32 be maximal w.r.t. IdO + Q, + t. If we 
succeed in constructing a model M of IdO + 52, + T + B,X1 with the property 
3,*(M) $ M then, using the 3: universal relation for 3: sentences, we could 
repeat the previous argument to show that M has no proper end-extension to a 
model of IdO + 62, + z. So we start again from a ground model K. However, if we 
wanted to construct M as a l-elementary submodel of K, we would have to deal 
with all 2, sentences in our construction. This would lead us (via a diagonal 
argument as before) to the non-codability of lYl(M) in M while our aim is to get 
3,*(M) $ M. Thus we have to drop the requirement that M <I K. But then how to 
ensure that M kZAO + Q, + BL’, + z? 
The validity of the sentence r in K ensures the possibility of defining a Henkin 
model for ZA,, + 3,*(K) + BE, within K. So we carry out in K a Henkin 
construction combined with a diagonal argument. It turns out that the ,Z1 
sentences which we have to deal with are sentences concerning this Henkin 
construction and those can be restricted-they can be made all 3:. Hence we get 
3,X(M) $ M. Finally we show that M also satisfies Q, and t (which is the most 
tricky part). 
The construction is described as a forcing construction which is probably the 
simplest way to describe it. 
Another related notion is the notion of provable ZI1 over-spill. This notion has 
been introduced by Wilkie. 
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Let T, M be given. Let r/j E ZZ1 be such that T t q(n) for n E N. We say that M 
satisfies the provable ZZ, overspill w.r.t. T if for every 111 as above there is an 
~EM\N such that Mkq(r). 
The following conjecture is due to Wilkie and Paris: 
Conjecture. A countable model of ZAO + BE, has a proper end-extension to a 
model of IA, iff M satisfies the provable ZZ7, overspill w.r.t. ZA,. 
The implication ‘j’ is true and the other implication is open. The equivalence 
is true if IA0 + exp is considered instead of IA,. 
The model M which we construct in this paper does not satisfy the provable V: 
overspill w.r.t. IdO + Q1 + z (the definition of this notion is a natural modification 
of the above definition). On the other hand it does satisfy the provable V: 
overspill w.r.t. ZA, + z. Hence Theorem 3 follows. 
The last observation can be made more general. We have the following facts: 
Fact 2. Zf M k IA,, + QI + z then M does satisfy the provable V: overspill w.r. t. 
IA,, + z. 
Fact 3. Let T be recursive, T 2 IA,, + 52, + z and let T* c 3: be a maximal theory 
w.r.t. T. Let M k T + T* + BEI be such that 3:(M) $ M. Then M does not satisfy 
the provable V,* overspill w.r. t. T. 
Fact 2 is closely related to Lemma 6 and Lemma 7 of [9]. Wilkie and Paris 
prove their Lemma 7 under the assumption ZA,, llAoH. However, what they 
really need is not the full strength of IdO t~AoH but the validity in M of a 
sentence of the kind of r. Thus, as we have already announced, sentences of the 
kind of r have occurred in some reasonings. The above facts are proved in 
Section 4 as well as Theorem 3. Theorem 1 is proved in Section 1 and Theorem 2 
in Sections 2 and 3. The Appendix is devoted to the construction of the 
satisfaction formulas which are our necessary tool. 
1. Proof of Theorem 1 
In this section we prove Theorem 1. We shall formulate the consistency 
statement  and under the hypothesis IA0 + Q, k r we shall construct a model of 
IA,, + ~2~ + Bzl with no proper end-extension to a model of ZA,, + QI. The 
considerations of the next sections will follow similar ideas; however they will be 
much more elaborated. 
We shall use a certain special formulation of ‘Tableau consistency’. In order to 
state it we have to develop a certain machinery. 
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A Tableau proof of a contradiction of length I can be regarded as a tree of 
formulas of height 1 such that its root consists of some of the axioms, it splits at 
every node which is a disjunction and every node which is a formula beginning 
with an existential quantifier is followed by a substitution of a term in place of the 
quantifier. Moreover every branch of such a tree contains an immediate 
contradiction, i.e., it contains two atomic or negated atomic contradictory 
formulas. 
To say that there is no such proof is equivalent with saying that there is a 
consistent theory of size I which would have to be a branch of any such tree. 
The notion of an f-precondition introduced in [l] corresponds to such a theory. 
We used the word ‘precondition’ and not ‘condition’ because we reserved the 
word ‘condition’ for theories which can be extended to complete consistent 
theories. The name ‘condition’ has been taken in analogy to the forcing 
terminology: the finite conditions which are extendable to complete consistent 
theories, that is, which are pieces of models, are analogous to forcing conditions 
that are pieces of generic models. 
Thus our sentence t can be reformulated as 
VX (there is a (logx)-precondition w.r.t. 
the theory IA, + BL’, + the set of all true 3: sentences). 
The terms occurring in a Tableau proof can be enumerated in a canonical way 
and can be replaced by constants. In particular the constants may be identified 
with their numbers. 
On the other hand any consistent part of a branch of a Tableau proof of a 
contradiction corresponds to an I-fold Skolem hull of 0 in a structure for the 
language w.r.t. Skolem functions for the axioms and for their subformulas. Hence 
the canonical enumeration of the constants in a precondition corresponds to an 
enumeration of the Skolem hull. We will define an effective enumeration with the 
property that given a constant we are able to decode at what stage of a Tableau 
proof it occurred, i.e., to which existential quantifier of which subformula of 
which axiom it corresponds, or, in other words, which subformula of which axiom 
its interpretation satisfies in the hull and in which step of the closure under the 
Skolem functions its interpretation occurs. 
The partial Skolem hulls corresponding to f-preconditions will be called 
I-closures (of 0) and each will be ordered as (xi, . . . , x,) were xi interprets the 
constant i. 
Assume that the language has no function symbols and that it contains 
constants it for n E N and that Ido contains the axioms: “lt + 1” = “n” + 1. Also 
assume that there are some additional atomic formulas in the language. The 
additional atomic formulas are defined explicitly in the Appendix (these are the 
formulas R, , . . . , R, at the beginning of the Appendix). 
Let T be a theory in the language. In this paper we shall mainly deal with finite 
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theories, so we refer the reader to [l] for the formalism in the case of an infinite 
T. 
Assume that T is finite and that it is of the form: 
T = {R, cpz, . . . , cp,>. 
Let L”(i) denote the canonical length of an i-fold closure w.r.t. the Skolem 
functions for the axioms of T (and for their subformulas). The explicit formula for 
L”(i) is given below. The number of the element of the closure satisfying the sth 
subformula of the jth axiom in the i + lth stage of the closure at elements 
h I,..., h, of the ith stage of the closure will be denoted by gs(i, j, hI, . . . , h,)- 
again an explicit definition of the function g, later. 
Let us make it precise what we mean by the sth subformula of a formula. Let 
us remind from [l] the definition of a derivative of a formula. Let V(X) be of the 
form 
vy,3_2~ * . ’ +,3zk 0(x, yl, 21, . . . , ykr zk) 
where 6 is open. Then ~‘(x, y,, z,) is 
VY23-G * . ’ vykgzk 0(x, yl, zl, . * . , yk, zk) 
and generally q(“‘(x, yI, zl, . . . ) Y,, G) is 
tly,+1%+1 * . * bk3zk ecx, Yl, zl, * . . ) Ykt zk) 
for s < k and 
0(x, Y,, 21, . . * , Y,, zk) & i!k+l = ’ ’ * = z, = 0 
for s 2 k. 
As we have already said, if there is no Tableau proof of length at most 1 of the 
contradiction from a theory T then there is a certain consistent theory of size 
l-an I-precondition, which in turn corresponds to an l-fold Skolem hull of 0 
w.r.t. Skolem functions for the axioms of T and for their subformulas in a 
structure for the language of T. If we are given an o-long sequence of mutually 
compatible preconditions then it determines a complete consistent theory. Such a 
theory determines in turn a canonical Henkin model of T whose universe is built 
from the constants which we have introduced. This model can be presented as an 
w-Skolem hull of 0 under the above mentioned Skolem functions and is 
enumerated via the enumeration of the constants. In analogy to forcing in set 
theory this model can be treated as the generic model determined by our 
sequence of preconditions, which in this case are forcing conditions. The 
constants that we are dealing with which are denoted by hI, . . . , h,, 
g&j, hl, . . . , h,), . . . can be treated as terms of the forcing language. As in set 
theory they are built inductively; having the constants h,, . . . , h, s L”(i) we 
construct the constants gs(i, j, h,, . . . , h,) s L”(i + 1). 
Now we shall remind from [l] the explicit definitions of the functions L”(i), 
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and gs(i, j, h,, . . . , h,). We do it for the sake of precision; however the exact 
form of those functions is not important so the reader may skip their 
presentation-he may skip the fragment in between the foltowing squares. 
El Here we shall not need the ‘odd’ parts of the preconditions defined in [l] so 
we shall simplify the definitions a bit. We defined in [1] the notion of an l-closure 
of a number with respect to a theory T. In our case here this number can be taken 
to be 0, so we shall just speak of an I-closure. 
We define the function L” as follows: 
L”(0) = 0, L”(1) = 1, 
L”(i i- 1) = Ln(i) 
-t- C n * L”(i f 1 -s) * L”(i + 1 - (s - 1)) * . . . - L”(i - 1) - L”(i). 
iS.$Gi 
Now we define the functions gs(i, j, hI, . . . , h,). The function gs(i, j, hl, . . . , h,) 
for hl ~2 L”(i + 1 --s), hZGL”(i+l-(s-l)),...,h,GL”(i), lGsSiGi, jSn 
is defined as follows: 
g,(i, j, hl, . . . , 4) = L”(i) 
+ ,Ct$_, n . L”(i + 1 - t) - L”(i f 1 - (t - 1)) * . . . * L”(i - 1) + L”(i) 
. . 
+(j-1)L”(i+1-~)~L”(i+1-(~-1))~..:L”(i-1)~L”(i) 
+ (Jr,, - . * 9 k>i 
where (h,, . . . , ~5~)~ is the number of the sequence (h,, . . . , ia,) in the 
lexicographica ordering of 
L”(i + l-s) . L”(i + 1 - (S - 1) . . . . - L”(i - 1) - L”(i). 
If lzl, . . . ) h,, i, j, s satisfy the above conditions then 
gS(i, j, hr, . . . , h,) 6 L”(i + 1) 
and conversely, if x 6 L”(i + 1) then either x c L’*(i) or there are hl, . . . , h,9, j, s 
satisfying the above conditions such that x = gS(i, i, hI, . . . , h,). q 
Now we remind from [l] the definition of an f-closure. 
Definition 1.1. A sequence (x,, . . . , x,) is called an Z-closure w.r.t. T if 
(1) X1 = 0; 
(2) if ~GSSQ, Jon, i,<i,<*.*<i,~i, h,CL”(il), . . . , h,~L”(i,), 
g,(i, j, hl, . . . , hs) 6 1 then 
fpi’“‘(%z,, x g, r,,/,h$p * . * * 42,r -%&i,h, ,...1 Fz,) (’ 1
holds, or, more generally 
Sat(C$‘, (x hi* X gl(ii,j,h& . . . 3 XA,Y -&(i,,j.h,.. ,&) 1) 
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holds, if we are dealing with 
satisfaction formula available. 
a nonstandard 1 and we have an appropriate 
Since we will be dealing with theories some of whose axioms are inessential we 
want to be able to exclude from l-closures some inessential terms (those which 
‘came’ from inessential axioms). 
Definition 1.2. Let h be a number. Let i be such that L”(i) <h 6 L”(i + 1). Then 
h is of the form g,(i, j, hI, . . . , h,) for certain hI, . . . , h, c L”(i). We shall say in 
this case that j is in the history of h. In general we define history(h) = H(h) as 
follows: 
If h 6 L”(1) then H(h) = 0. 
If for h G L”(i), H(h) is defined, then let for h =S L”(i + l), H(h) = H(h,) U 
- - . U H(h,) U {j} where h = g,(i, j, hl, . . . , h,). 
For any sequence (x,, . . . , xl) we shall call a term xg of such a sequence 
‘essential’ if for every j E H(g), Cpi is not of the form ‘0 = 0’. Also, the constant g 
will be called essential in this case. 
Other terms xR and constants g will be called inessential. In the next definition 
we shall recall from [l] the notion of an l-precondition. Here we shall modify and 
simplify that notion. The idea is that an I-precondition is a consistent atomic 
theory of size 1 in the forcing language which agrees with the enumeration, 
corresponding to the axioms of T, of the constants of the forcing language. 
Formally, an I-precondition is an assignment of logical values 0 and 1 to atomic 
and negated atomic sentences of the forcing language. 
Now we have the following definition for a theory T with rt axioms: 
Definition 1.3. Let 1 be a number of the form L”(i). An l-precondition is a 
function p whose domain consists of all pairs (t, q) where rp is an atomic or 
negated atomic formula and Q, 6 1 and t is a sequence of numbers ~1 whose length 
is equal to the number of free variables of Q, (note that it is at most 5-see 
Appendix) and 
p:domp+2 
is a function with the following properties: 
(1) p((l),x=O)=O. 
(2) For any sequence s, j, i,, . . . , hI, . . . , h, such that the following holds: 
l 1 <s c i, i, < i2 <. . . <i,_ L”(i,) c 1, h, s L”(i,), . . . , h, c L”(i,), j S n; 
l for no j’eH(hl)U-* . U H(h,) U {j}, ‘pi- is of the form “0 = 0”; 
l q$) is open and is of the form 
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where u~,,,~ is the operation of choosing the variables occurring in the atomic or 
negated atomic formula ~kmj; 
we have: there is a k G kj such that for every m 4 mj: 
P(Ukmj(hl, g~(il, j, h,), . . . , 4, ~~(4, i, hl, . . . , h,)), ~)k+) ~0. 
(3) ~(t, q) = 0 iff ~(t, 1~) = 1 where we identify llcp with q. 
(4) If P(&lY g*), x1 =x2) = 0 then p(u-(gl)-u, V) =p(u^M-u, V) if 
defined. 
See [l] for a detailed explanation of this definition. 
Instead of writing ~(t, q) = 0 we shall write alternatively p II- q(t). Also we 
shall write p It q(t) if Q, is open and is of the form V /j qk,,, and p It qkm(t) for a k 
and for every qk,,,. 
In this definition the axioms of the form “0 = 0” have been treated in a special 
way. The reason for this is that in the theories that we will deal with there will be 
essential and inessential axioms. Inessential axioms will be those which are of the 
form “0 = 0”. We do not want such axiom to influence the fact whether p is or is 
not a precondition w.r.t. T. This is why in (2) of the above definition we exclude 
the constants having those axioms in their history. 
Remark 1.1. If (xi, . . . , xl) is an I-closure w.r.t. T then it determines an 
I-precondition in the following way: 
If (T, q) is given and is of the form required in Definition 1.3 of elements of 
the domain of an Z-precondition and t = (tl, . . . , tk) then we let 
Remark 1.2. If K is a model of T then for every i E N there is a sequence 
(x1, . . . , xLncij) of elements of K which is an i-closure w.r.t. T. Consequently, 
there is an L”(i)-precondition w.r.t. T. 
For a proof see [l]. 
Now we shall find some bounds on the numbers L”(i) and on I-preconditions. 
The easy calculations are left to the reader. 
Claim. L”(i) d fzi! for i S II, n 2 2. 
Remark 1.3. If p is an f-precondition then p c 2”. 
Remark 1.4. Assume that x is a number, i! s log log log x, I = Liog ‘Ogx(i) and p is 
an f-precondition. Then p s x(‘~~~)‘. 
Let To denote the theory Ido + BLY, where in the theory Ido the axiom 
Vx 3y (y =x . x) is the missing and so all its axioms are fll. If we speak about T, 
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in a model K we shall mean the theory defined within that model by the natural 
formula defining the theory IA,, + BX, in N. Note that the axioms of BZ, can be 
made VEITr (see [4]). Let 9,, cpz, . . . be a A,, definable enumeration of all 3: 
and VEn, sentences. Let 
T = 1;) -t the set of all 3: true sentences 
and let {rjj,, &, . . .} be an enumeration of T such that @ = 91 if 9i E 7;) or 
SUt,+(9j) and qj = “0 = 0” otherwise. Here we are dealing with an infinite theory 
T, so we refer the reader to [l] for a formal definition of a precondition w.r.t. 
such a theory. However, the difference between that definition and Definition 1.3 
is slight, the idea is the same. 
Then the statement “p is an Z-precondition w.r.t. T” is IT, (in IA,, -I- BE,) since 
it can be presented in the form 
Now we can formulate the sentence r as follows: 
‘tlx zJ* 6 x(t%x)5 (p is a (logx)-precondition w.r.t. T). 
Clearly, z can be made 17, in IA,, + BX, + ~2~. Let us outline the reformulation 
of z in a f7r way. To say that p is a precondition w.r.t. T we have to say the 
following about any 3: sentence 9j: “if 9j is true (is an essential axiom of 7’) then 
p behaves in an appropriate way w.r.t. cpj”. 
To say that 9j is true involves an existential quantifier, which, as it occurs in the 
premise of an implication, becomes a universal quantifier following the quanti~er 
$3 in the formulation of z. We are interested in moving this universal quantifier 
to the front. To do this we stratify the theory T to parts TY---collections of those 
axioms of T which are witnessed below the number y (and also for which the 
satisfaction formula is witnessed below y). Also, we bound by y the unbounded 
universal quantifiers in the n, part of the VEII, axioms 9j of BXr. We obtain the 
sentence: 
if& y 3p =s x(‘ogx)5 (p is a (logx)-precondition w.r.t. P). 
Now let us outline the proof that assuming IA,, t -JAJJ, IA0 -I- s2, t r. Let Sat 
be the 2, satisfaction formula for 2, formulas in K. It is enough to show that 
K bVx, y 3(X,, . . . , .qogx) cy’“gx 
((Xl,. f *, xl) is a (logx)-closure w.r.t. TY). 
This can be shown using the formula Sat (see the proof of Theorem 8.10 of [lo]). 
Similarly we can show that IA0 + exp k z. 
Now let us outline the reformulation of the sentence r in an t/z way. This 
causes a certain technical difficulty. We want to make the following formula E,*: 
zJP 6 Xfr%f’ (p is a (logx)-precondition w.r.t. Ty). 
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The above formulation is too much complicated. Thus, we still stratify the 
theories TY into theories TY(u)-collections of those axioms of T for which u 
explicitly points to the witnesses. 
To do this we need the following definition: 
Definition 1.4. Let K be a fixed model of IA0 + Sz,, u,y E K, u = 
(u,, *. 9 %g logy >. 
If 97j E 3: then let nj correspond to the U,* formula cp; as in Corollary 2 of the 
Appendix and let Sat: be the formula from Remark 4 of the Appendix. 
Let TY(u) denote the following theory defined in K: 
where 
(1) For Cpi E VEI71, @j = qj, if ~j is an axiom of ?;,. Otherwise Gj = “0 = 0”. 
(2) For Cpi E 3:, Qj = 911 if &t,*(y, q~;, u,) & y 3 u@g”lY’, @, = “0 = 0” 
otherwise. 
If qj = ~j for a q, E 3: then we say that Spi s a special axiom of Ty(u). 
Consider the following reformulation of the sentence t: 
Vy, U, .z, i [z = u ~‘“~~~5&i!~logloglogy8ru= (U,, . . .) u,og,ogy) 
3 3p =S z (p is an L’““‘““‘(i)-precondition w,r.t. Ty(u))]. 
To see that r is V; it is enough to notice that “p is an l-precondition w.r.t. 
Ty(u)” is E,* bounded by z. Let us outline the argument. Indeed, it is of the form 
Vj =5 log logy VQ+ E 3: (Satz(y, q,I, u,) 3. . . 
where 9; is lJ,* and so is Sutt. By the results of the Appendix, see remarks 
following Definition 2, this formula is Ei since the universal quantifiers at the 
front can be bounded by logy. 
Clearly, this formulation of r follows from the previous one in IA0 + $2, + BZr. 
Construction of the required model 
We refine the construction of Wilkie and Paris of [9]. Let T* be a theory 
consisting of 3: sentences which is maximal consistent with IA,, + Q1. Since BE, 
is 17, conservative over IA,, + a,, see [8], we infer that 7;) -t T* is consistent. 
Here assume that K is o, saturated. 
Let y. be “0 = 0”. Let 0, be the following sentence: 
Vy, u, 2, i [z = y ~‘“~y)‘&i!410gloglogy&u=(u,,...,u,,,,,,y)&i~l 
3 3p?’ G 2 (p’ is an L’“‘g”‘gy(i)-p recondition w.r.t. T”(U) & pY II- 0, $ l)]. 
We can treat o1 $1 as an open formula of our language-the number 1 plays here 
the role of a constant of the forcing language, 0, is the one of the ‘inner’ 
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constants “n” of our language of arithmetic denoting the numeral for the 
sentence number of the sentence o,. 
The intuitive meaning of the sentence o1 is that 0 It o1 $1. The complicated 
statement of oI is for making it V,*. 
If K k u1 then let y1 be o, $1. 
If K Llol then let y, be o1 E 1. 
Let 8, be 
vy, U, 2, i [z =y ~‘“~~~s&i!~logloglogy&u={u,,...,u,,,,,,y)&i~l 
$3pYS,? (p’ is an L’“g’ogy(i)-precondition w.r.t. Ty(u) &py ll- yl)]. 
Assume that O,,, a,, have been defined. Let a,,, be the following sentence: 
vy, u, 2, i [z = y ~‘“~~~‘&i!~10g10g10gy&u=(u,,...,u,,,,,,,)&i~n+1 
j3PY=CZ (p’ is an L’Og’“gy(i)-p recondition w.r.t. TY(u) &py IF yn 
cSrPYI~o~+~ $n + l)]. 
Here again the number II + 1 plays the role of a constant of the forcing 
language and IJ,,+~ is one of the ‘inner’ constants “n” of our language of 
arithmetic, the numeral for the sentence number of the sentence a,,,. 
If K k a,,, then let yn+l be y,, & a,,, 4 n + 1. 
If K klcrn+, then let yn+l be y,, & a,,, en + 1. 
Let On+, be 
Vy, U, 2, i [z = y ~‘“gy~S&i!~logloglogy&u=(u,,...,u,,g,,g,)&i~n+l 
=,3pYCz (p’ is an L’og’“gy(i)-p recondition w.r.t. Ty(u) &py IF Y,+~)]. 
Lemma 1.1. K k 0,. 
Before proving this lemma let us describe how we can choose witnesses for 
special axioms of theories TY(u). The idea is that it is enough to consider theories 
Ty(u) for certain special u namely those which list all the least witnesses for 3: 
sentences true ‘below’ y. 
Below we formulate the statement expressing that there are such strings of the 
least witnesses. 
Definition 1.5. Let a0 be the following sentence: 
Vy 34 [u is a sequence ( ul, . . . , uloglogy) 
&Vj S loglogy (qj E 3k* & 3U’=Sy (SUtk*(y, vi, U’) &y 2 (U’)(‘ogU’)“‘) 
+ SUtk*(y, Cpi, Uj) 8Z VU < UjlSLZt:(y, q,I, v)) 
&Vj~lO~lO~~(~j~3k*VVV~~(1SUtk*(~,~~,V)V~~V~’ogV~“‘) 
+ uj = 0) & Vj S log log y (y 3 uuog “J’“‘)]. 
Claim. IdO + Q1 F u,. 
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The proof is straightforward by A0 induction with an appropriate bound. 
The next definition and remark allow us to compare preconditions for various 
theories Ty(u). We define a natural shift of the set of the forcing constants w.r.t. 
a smaller finite theory into the set of the forcing constants w.r.t. a larger finite 
theory. 
Definition 1.6. Assume that nl C n2 and let L’ = L”1, L2 = L”z. A function f from 
(1,. . . , L’(l)} to (1, . . . , L’(l)} will be called the canonical embedding from its 
domain into its range if f is defined as follows: 
l f(1) = 1. 
l If f is defined at { 1, . . . , L’(i)} and i < I and gi(i, jh,, . . . , h,) =S L’(i + 1) is 
given, where gb is the suitable function g, for 7’,, then 
f(d(ki, hl,. . . , k)) = g,2(4 i, f (h), . . . , f(k)). 
Letussaythat T,~T,ifforj~n,, plf=qTor ,,!=“O=O”. 
Remark 1.5. Let T,, T2 be as above and let p2 be an l-precondition w.r.t. T2. 
Assume that I = L2(i), and let I’ = L’(i). Then there is an /‘-precondition p1 
w.r.t. T, defined as 
Pl((C q)) =p2((f(t), v)) 
for all pairs required to be in the domain of pl, where f is the canonical 
embedding from (1, . . . , Z’} to (1, . . . , I} and f (t) denotes the value at t of the 
mapping which f naturally induces at sequences. We shall denote p, by f*(p2). 
Let us come back to Lemma 1.1. 
Let yl, y2, . . . be a fixed sequence of elements of K such that y,, y2, . . . is 
confinal in an elementary submodel of K. Let U” = (u,, . . . , uloglogy,) be the 
sequence u existing by a(, for y =y,, i.e., K satisfies: 
Vj C log logy, (Q7i E 3: & 34’ Gyn (Sat:(y,, q3;, u’) &y, 2 (u’)(‘“~~‘)“,) 
*Sat,*(yn, V,I, uj)&Vv <ujlSUt:(yn, qi, V)) 
& Vj SG log lOgy,(qj 4 3: V VU sy, (TSUt:(y,, C/3;, V) V yn < 21(‘0gu”) 
+ uj = 0) & Vj C log log y, ( yn 2 u(‘Og UJ’). 
Let i, be maximal such that i,! G log log logy,, in K. 
Let J be the initial segment of K determined by y,, y2, . . . . Then it is well 
known that J=, K. 
To prove the first lemma we need another lemma: 
Lemma 1.2. Assume that pYl is an L’Og ‘“gY’(i,)-precondition w.r.t. P(u’). 
Let y s yl, n s I, i! s log log logy, i s i,, and let u be arbitrary, 
u = (4, . . . 7 4oglogy). 
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Then there is a py which is an Liog’Ogy (i)-precondition w.r.t. Ty(u) such that 
PY =f*(pY9. 
Proof. First observe that Ty(u) E TY/(d) in the sense of Definition 1.6. 
Indeed, if qj E TY(u) for a @j E 3: and @j f “0 = 0” then Satk*(y, qj, Uj) and 
y b @‘g+)“‘. But since y, >y and y > ~i(“‘~+)“’ we infer Satz(y,, q,f, Uj). 
Now by the definition of u’ we infer Sat;(y,, q,I, uf) and thus qj is a special 
axiom of Tyl(u’). If qj is a non-special axiom of TY(u) and @j # “0 = 0” then 
evidently ~j is an axiom of TYr(u’). 
Now apply Remark 1.5 to py’ and TY(u) as T,, Tyf(u) as T2. 0 
Now we are ready to prove Lemma 1.1. 
Proof of Lemma 1.1. We have p It o1 4 1 for any p so by the fact that K != z, 
K k CT’ (we assume that our coding of sets is such that 0 is not a code of any 
non-empty set). Hence K k 8,. 
Assume that K k 8,. Assume first that K k a,,,. Then K L f3n+l is a,,, in this 
case. It remains to consider the case where K k~o~+~. 
Since K k O,, for every m there is a pym in K such that pym It yn. Suppose first 
that for almost all m there is a pym in K such that pym II yn & a,,, $ n + 1. Then 
J k an+1 and hence K F o,,, contradicting the assumption. Thus for unboundedly 
many m there is a pym in K such that pym It (m & o,+~ en + 1). But hence, by 
Lemma 1.2, J k Onfl and hence K k On+‘. 0 
Now using the w1 saturation of K we are able to choose a sequence 
P1,P2,...,Pm,... 
such that pm is an L’Og logym (m)-preconditions w.r.t. T’m(u”) and pm II ym and for 
any ml < m2, pm1 = fylx”*( p,,) where f”‘*“‘, fT’8”z are as in Remark 1.5 for the 
appropriate theories. 
Let for h E N, h” denote the sequence 
{f”,“‘(h): m’ 2 m}. 
Then h”(m’) is defined for m’ 2 m and if h s L’Og’OgyW(i) then 
h”(m’) s L’W’OgYm’(i). 
Let 
P = {hm: for almost all m’ 2 m, h”(m’) is essential w.r.t. TYm,(um’)}. 
T’ = {q(hy’, . . . , hp): hy’, . . . , h? E P 
&for almost all m’, pm’ IF q(h~‘(m’), . . . , hF(m’))}. 
Then T’ determines a complete diagram of a relational system fi whose universe 
consists of equivalence classes of constants h” from P, where the equivalence 
relation is defined as follows: 
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The details of the construction are almost the same as the details of the proof 
of Lemma 1.3 of [l]. As in [l] we show that &L’ is a model of ‘T;,+ T*. 
Let M be the initial segment of &f determined by the least witnesses for 3: 
sentences true in k!. Then M is a model of 7;, + T”. 
Now we shall show that M is a model of Ido + Q,. To do this it is enough to 
observe that if “3x QJ’(x)” E T* then 
and 
“3x, y (q’(x) & y = x”‘~*)” E T* 
“3x, y (q’(x) & y =x2)” E T* 
since T* is consistent with IA0 + Q, and is maximal with this property. Thus we 
have shown that M is a model of our theory T. 
Finally let us show that 3:(M) is not coded in M. 
Observe that 3:(M) = T*. Indeed, 3:(M) 2 T* since M != T*. The equality 
follows from the maximality of T*. Hence 3,*(M) = 3,*(K). Thus for every n, 
It follows that for every n”’ such that n”’ E P 
M k a, iff N k a, $ [n’“]=. 
It follows that V,*(M) & M, i.e., 3:(M) $ M. 
Now the proof that M has no proper end-extension to a model of IA,, + Q, is 
the same as the corresponding proof in [9]. 
Suppose that M has a proper end-extension to a model M of T. Then by the 
maximality of T*, 3:(&?) = 3,*(M). Let u E fi\M. Then we have in M for Q, E FV, 
($JEZlk*: 
Hence 3:(M) is A,, definable in A? and so it is coded in fi and thus in M. 
Contradiction. q 
2. Proof of Theorem 2 
This section and the next is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2. 
We shall modify the sentence t in order to drop the assumption IA,, + Q, k T 
from the previous section. In the next section we shall construct a model M of 
IA0 + f2, + z + BiZ, which has no proper end-extension to a model of Ido + Q, + 
z. 
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Here the intuitive meaning of r will be the following: 
Vx [there is no Tableau proof of length logx of the contradiction 
from the theory (IA0 + BEI + the set of all true 3: sentences 
+Vx [there is no Tableau proof of length logx of the contradiction 
from the theory (IA,, + BZl + the set of all true 3: sentences 
+VX [there is no Tableau proof of length logx of the contradiction 
from the theory (IA,, + BZ, + the set of all true 3: sentences + . . . )I)])]. 
where the repetition is 4 log log log x times. 
Thus t is a statement of ‘iterated’ consistency, where the iteration is over a cut. 
The idea is that we want to have in a ground model K a sentence r which on one 
hand allows us to carry out the construction of the previous section and on the 
other hand is preserved under the construction, i.e., if we carry out the 
construction then the model constructed M also satisfies r. 
Assume that the constants of the language are numbered by odd numbers 
2h + 1. That is, the constant ‘n’ is 2n + 1. Sometimes we shall call the number 
2h + l-the numeral for h. Note that the satisfaction formulas defined in the 
Appendix have the property 
Sat&, u) = rp(h, u) 
if the number of the formula q(2h + 1, x) as a formula of x is j and the remaining 
requirements of Remark 4 of the Appendix are fulfilled. Similarly for sat,*. 
Let T be a theory in the language. We have to generalize the notion of a 
precondition. 
First we modify the definitions of the functions L” and g,. They are adequate 
for a modified version of an I-closure, defined in Definition 2.1 below. The point 
is that we want to include the constants 2h + 1 into our forcing language, 
so we have to include them in the inductive construction of the constants 
gs(i, i, h,, . . . , h,). We introduce the constants 2h + 1 to denote elements h of 
the ground model K in which we shall carry out the construction of the required 
model M since we want M to have the following additional property: 
IM -+* IK 
where 
and 
ZK = {x E K: 3y E Kx = 2v’/log’Ogy} 
and by -c~,* we mean that ZM is embeddable into ZK so that some special 3: 
formulas with parameters from ZM are absolute. Namely the special 3: formulas 
are those considered in Definition 2.8(23) below. The symbol V denotes, here 
and later, the integer part of the square root. 
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Now the number L”(i) denotes the half of the length of an i-closure-the 
length of an i-closure is 2L”(i). The functions g, are defined so that they take only 
even values, and all the odd numbers are the numerals 2h + 1. Again the reader 
may skip the forthcoming technicalities in between of the following squares. 
0 Assume that T is finite and that it is of the form: 
T = {Al,, ~12, . . . , ~1. 
We define the function L” as follows: 
L”(0) = 0, L”(1) = 1, 
L”(i + 1) = L”(i) 
+ ,=qsi It * 2L”(i + 1 - S) .2L”(i + 1 - (S - 1)) * . . . .2L”(i - 1) .2L”(i). 
We recall that 2L”(i) is the length of an i-closure w.r.t. t in the sense of [l]. 
Now we define the functions g,(i, j, h, , . . . , h,) as in [l]. The function 
g&j, hi, . . . , h,) for h,C2L”(i+l-s), h,S2L”(i+l-(s-l)),...,h,C 
2L”(i), 1 S s C i, j CIZ is defined as follows: 
gS(i, j, hi, . . . , h,) = 2(L”(i) 
+ ,stzr_l IZ .2L”(i + 1 -t) .2L”(i + 1 - (t - 1)) * . . . .2L”(i - 1) .2L”(i) 
+ (j - 1)2L”(i + 1 -s) * 2L”(i + 1 - (s - 1)) . . . . * 2L”(i - 1) .2L”(i) 
+ (h1, * . . f k)i) 
where (hi,. . . , h,)i is the number of the sequence (h,, . . . , h,) in the 
lexicographical ordering of 
2L”(i + 1 -s) .2L”(i + 1 - (s - 1)) * . . . - 2L”(i - 1) .2L”(i). 
Ifhi,..., h,, i, j, s satisfy the above conditions then 
g,& i, h, . . . , h,) c 2L”(i + 1) 
and conversely, if x 6 2L”(i + 1) and x is even then either x 6 2L”(i) or there are 
h I,..‘, h,, j, s satisfying the above conditions such that x =gJi, j, hI, . . . , h,). 
q 
Definition 2.1. Now a sequence (xi, . . . , xl) is called an I-closure w.r.t. T if the 
following hold: 
(1) X2 = 0. 
(2) If 1 <s=zI, jsn, i,<i,.*.i,~l, h,~2L”(iI). . . 2 h, s 2L”(i,) and vi is of 
the form 
q(2h;+1,...,2h:,+l) 
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then 
Q)~)(X2hj+l, * ’ * 7 X2h,+lt Xh,t Xgl(il.j.hl)? . . . I xh,, xga(i,,j,hl ,.._, h,) ) 
holds. 
(3) If g is odd, g = 2h + 1, then xg = h. 
Now let us modify suitably Definition 1.2: 
Definition 2.2. Let h be a number. Let i be such that 2L”(i) < h s 2L”(i + 1). If h 
is even then h is of the form g,(i, j, h,, . . . , h,) for certain h,, . . . , h, c 2L”(i). 
We shall say in this case that j is in the history of h. In general we define 
history(h) = H(h) as follows: 
If h G 2,5”(l) then H(h) = 0. 
If for h c 2L”(i), H(h) is defined, then let h s 2L”(i + l), 
H(h) = H(h,) U . . - U H(h,) U {j} where h = g,(i, j, hI, . . . , h,), 
H(h) = 0 if h is odd. 
For any sequence (xi, . . . , xzLmCi)) we shall call a term xg of such a sequence 
‘essential’ if for every j E H(g), q, is not of the form “l= 1” (i.e., “2.0 + 1 = 
2.0 + 1” which means 0 = 0). Also we shall call the constant g essential in this 
case. 
Other terms xR and constants g will be called inessential. 
In the next definition we introduce our new notion of a precondition. Again the 
idea is that an I-precondition is a consistent atomic (and negated atomic) theory 
of size 1 in the forcing language which agrees with the enumeration, correspond- 
ing to the axioms of T, of the constants of the forcing language. We also want 
that this theory contains a fragment of the 3: (with parameters) theory of 
I“-recall that we want the constructed model M to have the proper’y 
Now we have the following definition for a theory T with n axioms. 
Definition 2.3. Let 1 be a number. An l-precondition is a function p whose 
domain consists of all pairs (t, q) where cp is an atomic or negated atomic 
formula and (p c I and t is a sequence of numbers ~1 whose length is equal to the 
number of free variables of Q, and 
p:domp+2 
so that the following holds: 
(1) p((2), X = 2 * 0 + 1) = 0 
(2) For any sequence s, j, i,, . . . , is, h,, . . . , h, such that the following holds: 
l<sSi, i,<i,<-**<is, 2L”(i,)<l, h,S2L”(i,), . . . , h,s2L”(i,), jsn; and 
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for no j’ E H(h,) U . * . U H(h,) U {j}, rpir is of the form “l= 1”; and qy) is open 
and is of the form 
where Ukmj is the operation of choosing the variables occurring in the atomic or 
negated atomic formula qkmj: 
we have: there is a k c kj such that for every m s mj: 
provided that the pair in question is in the domain of p. 
(3) p(t, q) = 0 iff p(t, 1~) = 1 where we identify llg, with q. 
(4) If p((g,, g2), x* =x2) = 0 then p(u-(gi)^u, V) =p(u-(g2)-u, V) if 
defined. 
(5) If p((g, 2h + 1)s x , SX,) = 0 then there is a h’ i h such that 
p((g, 2h’ + l), X, =x2) = 0. 
Instead of writing p(t, q) = 0 we shall write alternatively p It q(t). 
Also we shall write p IF q(t) if Q, is open and is of the form V A Q)k,,, and 
p It q+_(t) for a k and for every qk,,,. 
Also, if q(2h, + 1, . . . , 2h, + 1) is an axiom of T then we shall write 
p IF q(2h, + 1, . . . , 2h, + 1). 
In this definition again axioms of the form “1 = 1” have been treated in a 
special way. The reason for this is the same as before. 
The requirement (5) is new w.r.t. Definition 1.3. It ensures that the 
interpretations of the constants 2h + 1 will indeed from an initial segment of the 
generic model (the model constructed). 
Remark 2.1. If (xi, . . . , x,) is an l-closure w.r.t. T then it determines an 
I-precondition p in the following way: 
If (t, CJJ) is given and is of the form required of elements of the domain of an 
I-precondition and Q, contains the constants 2hI + 1, . . . , 2hA + 1 and t = 
(t,, . . . , tk) then we let 
P 11 q,(t) iff ~(xx(+-~~ . . . , ~~h,+~, x ,, . . . , ~~1. 
Now we shall find some bounds on l-preconditions. Again we leave easy 
calculations to the reader. 
Similarly as before we have: 
Claim. L”(i) 4 Hi! for i =% n, n 2 2. 
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Remark 2.2. Let V(X) denote the function 22”0g’0gX. Assume that x is a number, 
i! c log log logx, I= 2Lv(“‘(i) and p is an l-precondition. Then I! c logx and 
P G XW%xs~ 
Now we define some auxiliary theories and we prove some relationships 
between them. In particular we shall define a counterpart of the theories Ty(u). 
Let ql, V2, . . . be a fixed A0 definable enumeration of all 3: and VEnl 
sentences of the language. 
Let TO be defined as before. 
Now we shall modify the definition of Ty(u) from Section 1. 
Definition 2.4. Let K be a fixed model of IA, + Q1, u,y E K, u = 
(4,. . . , urlcvj). Let Ty(u) denote the following theory defined in K: 
where: 
(1) For qj E VEn, , if ~j is an axiom of To then @j = QJj. 
(2) For qj E 3:, if Satz(y, cpj, u,) &y 3 yj“‘gU~)“‘, then Qj = vj; ej = “1 = 1” 
otherwise. 
If qj = 911 for a qj E 3: then we say that qj is a special axiom of Ty(u). 
Definition 2.5. Let K, u, y be as above. Let T be a finite theory in K of the form 
T = Ty(u) + f 
where T is a certain sequence of n7, sentences, 
P = (Vi,. . * > vm>. 
We shall always assume that such a theory is axiomatized in the following way: 
T={Q&..., (p’,} where n = q(y) and 
c~,h is & where & is the xth axiom of TY(u) and 
&+I is VX ifxcm and is“l=l” ifm<x<iq(y). 
In K we shall consider I-preconditions for theories of the form TY(u) + f where 
y, u are as above and 1 = 2LqCy)(i) for an i! < log log logy. 
From Remark 2.2 it follows that if p is an I-precondition, for 1 as above, then 
P <ywgY)5_ 
Definition 2.6. Here we shall define a sequence rj~~ of V; sentences and 
simultaneously we shall defined a sequence TX of theories. The sentence qX is 
supposed to express the x-fold iteration of the appropriate consistency-see the 
formulation of r at the beginning of this section. 
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Let Y(w) denote the formula 
Vy, u, z, i [z =y (‘Ogy)‘&i! =Slogloglogy &u = (u,, . . . , ~4~~~)) 
&w=(fI9,,..., t,!~,_ ) for an m where vj E 17, 
+ 3p s z (p is an 2LV(Y)(i)-precondition w.r.t. P(U) + w)]. 
Define 
G=(l=l), rX+,=t-(Y(Q). 
Let lo, = Y(2h + 1) where h = c. 
Remark 2.3. IA, k Vx 3~ (W = FA ,Og ,Og ,Ogx). 
To prove this remark we need the following remark. 
Remark 2.4. Assume that the numbering of the sentences is such that ( qO) = 2 
and for every term IX, P(w) S IV’. Assume also that the numbering of the 
sequences has the following property: if x, y are sequences then their concatena- 
tion x-y is cx4. y provably in ZA, (we identify a sequence with its code). An 
example of such a coding is given in [A3,§ 21. 
Then for every w, x, if x 2 1 and w = TX then w G 2rV. 
Proof of Remark 2.3. We have T, = (rj~“). = 2 G 216”. 
Assume the remark for x. We have 
t+, = t-( Y(Q) G (Q‘+ * (Y(Q)4 6 24. lff. 24.2‘ Ihx Es 21e+‘. 
From the remark we infer that 
4 
,og ,og ,og x~ 2’,5& log I&? 1% X= 224’ log 1% I<%? x = 22+ I<% lcl8 I<% Z 
= 2 
*b>g \/log = 2V’/‘“g ‘og x = m . 
The rest of the proof of Remark 2.3 is straightforward by the A, induction. 0 
Remark 2.5. Assume that qj E T*. Let h E ZK. Consider the sentence Q,,: 
3.~ (q;(z) & V_X s z (2h + 1 f $, ,og,og,ogx)). 
Let j’ be the number of this sentence. Let y, u E K be such that K k @A(u,,), 
y 2 U”J’ and h s m (note that nj, is standard). Then, under any natural 
enumeration of formulas, j’ G iv(y) (for large enough y). Hence, if K k I@,, then 
@, is a special axiom of Ty(u). 
Let i! 6 log log logy, I = 2Lqcy’(i) and let p be an I-precondition w.r.t. Ty(u). 
Then p It @,. 
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Let us explain here our choice of the function n and summarize the important 
facts concerning the bounds that we need. The following bounds holds (for large 
enough y): 
(1) $ 10gloglOgy~~~ 
(2) for h G m 7 @h s b?(Y), 
(3) for i ! s log log logy, 2Lvcy’(i) c logy and p =S y(‘0gy)5 for an 2Lqcy’(i)- 
precondition p. 
The choice of the function 77 and of the cuts occurring in our sentence t is 
motivated by the aim of getting the above bounds. 
Now we are ready to define the required consistency statement. 
Definition 2.7. Consider the following sentence r: 
& w (w = ~~logloglogx~ YY(w)). 
Then t is true in N (indeed, in N r expresses the standard consistency of certain 
theories which are really consistent). 
Remark 2.6. The sentence r is 17,. 
Indeed, this follows from the fact that TY(u) is A0 definable with the parameter 
Z = y(logY)5. 
As in Section 1 we can show that r is V,*. 
The sentence r is equivalent in IA,, + Sz, to the sentence: 
Vy, u, 2, i [.z = y (‘0gy)5 & i! S log log logy & u = (ur, . . . , uocyj) 
*3pGz(pisan2L q(Y)(i)-precondition w.r.t. TY(u) + ~~lOglOglOgy)]. 
The proof is evident. 
Let T* be a theory consisting of 3: sentences which is maximal consistent with 
Since BZ, is n1 conservative over ZA, + Q, + t (one can prove it 
methods of [S]), T * is consistent with Ido + Q2, + z f BE,. 
In the following definition we define a kind of a finite ‘contraction’ 
preconditions. 
by the 
of our 
Definition 2.8. Let n E N. Assume that 1 E K, u,y E K and py is an i-precondition 
w.r.t. TY(u) + ~~,ogloglogy in K, where 1~2L~(~)(n). Let g: denote the functions 
g, appropriate for theories with r)(y) axioms. Let us define a sequence P,, : m + I, 
where m is a standard number. 
We define P,, as a union lJisn Pi in the following way: 
(1) Pz, = (1, 2). 
(2) Assume that Pf, has been defined for an i < n, rg P’, c_ { 1, . . . , 2Lqcy)(i)}. 
Then Pin” with rg Pi,‘” 5 { 1, . . . , 2Lqcy)(i + l)} is obtained in the following way: 
first we put all the terms of Pk and then we enumerate the following requirements 
and the next terms of Pi+:’ are consecutively given by the requirements below. 
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(2,) Let hi, . . . , h, be given terms of Pk, and let j G i be given. If the 
requirements of condition (2) of Definition 2.3, are fulfilled then let 
&(i, i, h1, . . . , h,) be a term of p’,“‘. 
(2*) Let hi, . . . , h,Y, 2h + 1 =S 2~5”‘~‘(i) be given terms of Pf,. If hl, . . . , h, are 
as required in condition (2) of Definition 2.3, and h is of the form TX for an 
x < 4 log log logy then let g:(i, 2x + 1, hl, . . . , h,) be a term of Ph+’ (recall that 
qX, i.e. !Y(f?), is the 2x + lth axiom of Ty(u) + ~~lOglOglOgy). If h is not of the 
form t for any x as above then let &‘(i, jO, hl, . . . , h,) be a term of PL+:‘, where 
qj, is the sentence 1 = 1. 
(24 Let hl, . . . , h,, 2h + 1 be given terms of PL. Let j G i be such that qj E 32 
and let j’ d q(y) be the number of the 3: sentence 
32(g7il(~)&v~~~(2h+lf~~,,~,,~,o,x)). 
If hl,..., h, are as required in condition (2) of Definition 2.3 then let 
&‘(i, j’, hl, . . . , h,) be a term of PL+:‘. 
(2J Let g be a given term of Pk. If j0 $ H(g) and there exists a h such that 
2h + 16 2Lncy’(i + 1) and py It-g = 2h + 1 then let 2h + 1 be a term of PA+:‘. If 
j0 E H(g) or there is no h such that 2h + 1 =S 2Lqcy’(i + 1) and py II-g = 2h + 1 then 
let the appropriate term of Pi+:’ be 1 (note that 1 = 2.0 + 1, so 1 is the numeral 
for 0). 
Let P,, be denoted by P’,. 
If we speak about the it first odd terms of Pi then we shall mean those odd 
h I,..., h, which occurred in P,, in the order given by applying consecutively the 
clauses (l), (2J-(24 at the consecutive stages i < 12. 
Remark 2.7. Provided 12 E N, P,, is (standardly) finite. 
To end this section let us specify what our choice of k is. 
Consider the formula 3x (w = Fi rag iog iogX). In this formula k occurs as a 
parameter and hence its complexity does not depend on k (although the 
complexity of Y depends on k). We take k greater or equal to the complexity of 
this formula and such that those formulas which we claimed to be Ez or V: are 
indeed such 
3. Constructuion of the required model 
In this section assume that K is w1 saturated. 
Let y0 be “1 = 1”. Let cur be the following sentence: 
Vy, U, 2, i [z =y UOgyY & i! C log log logy & u = (u,, . . . , ~4,~~)) & i 3 1 
+ 3hl 3py 6 z (py is an 2L”(y)(i)-precondition w.r.t. TY(u) + ?A ,Og,Og,Ogy 
& 2h, + 1 is the first odd term of P< &py It2a, + 1$2h, + l)]. 
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The number 2~3, + 1 occurs in the above sentence as a numeral denoting the 
sentence number of the sentence ol, 2/z, + 1 as the numeral for h, 
The intuitive meaning of the sentence or is that 0 IF 2~7, + 14 2h, + 1, where hi 
is ‘the first’ (i.e., the first in the sense of Definition 2.8) element of the generic 
model. The complicated statement of o, is for making it Vi. 
If K k q then let y1(2h, + 1) be the sentence 
2~7, + 1 $2h, + 1. 
If K i~lq then let y,(2hl + 1) be 
2hrtlfl + 2a,+1~2h~+l. 
Assume that a,, y,, have been defined. Let a,,, be the following sentence: 
vy, U, z, i [z = y ~‘“~~~5&i!~logloglogy&u=(u,,...,u,~y,)&i~n+1 
+ 3h,, . . . , h,+l, py s z (py is an 2L’r(Y)(i)-precondition w.r.t. Ty(u) + ?‘~lOglOglO~ 
&2h,+l,. . . ,2h,+, + 1 are the first II + 1 odd terms of PY,,, 
&py k (y,,(2hl + 1, . . . ,2h, + 1) & 20,+1+ 1 $2h,+l+ l))]. 
Here again the number 2u,+r + 1 is the numeral denoting the sentence number 
of the sentence u~+~, 2h,+l + 1 the numeral for h,+,. 
If K~u,+~ then let yn+l(2h, + 1, . . . , 2h,+l + 1) be 
yn(2hl + 1, . . . ,2h, + 1) & 2u,,+, + 14 2h,+l+ 1. 
If K Fx7n+l then let yn+l(2hl + 1, . . . , 2h,+l + 1) be 
y,(2h, + 1, . . . ,2h, + 1) & (2h,+l + 1 f 1 +~cJ,+~ + 1 E 2h,+, + 1). 
For n E N let I?,, be the sentence 
Vy, 24, 2, i [z =y (‘0gy)5 & i! G log log logy & u = (z41, . . . ) uq(y)) 6% i 3 n 
+3hl, . . . , h,,pY sz (py is an 2LqCY)(i)-precondition w.r.t. Ty(u) + ~~lOglOglOgy 
&2h,+l,..., 2h, + 1 are the first II odd terms of P’, 
&py k yn(2h1 + 1, . . . , 2h, + l))]. 
Lemma 3.1. For every II E N, Kk 6,. 
Before proving this lemma let us refine Definition 1.6 and Remark 1.5. 
Definition 3.1. Assume that we are given two theories: 
q = {q,:, . . ., Q&> and G= {d, . . . , &,I. 
Assume that n1 c n2 and let L’ = L”1, L2 = L”2. A functionf from (1, . . . ,2L’(I)} 
to (1,. . . ) 2L2(1)} will be called the canonical embedding from its domain into its 
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range if f is defined as follows: 
f(l) = 1; f(2h + 1) = 2h + 1; 
if f is defined at { 1, . . . , 2,5’(i)} and i < 1 and gJ(i, jhl, . . . , h,) s 2L’(i + 1) is 
given where gf is the suitable function g, for T,, then 
f (g.%i, i, hI, . . . , h,)) =g%, i,f(h,), . . . ,f(h,)). 
Letussaythat T,cT,ifforj~n,, q,!=~$or~),?=“l=l”. 
Remark 3.1. Let T,, T, be as in Definition 3.1 and let p2 be an I-precondition 
w.r.t. G. Assume that 1= 2L2(i), and let 1’ = 2L’(i). Then there is an 
I’-precondition p, w.r.t. q defined as 
PI((T, v,)) =pz((f (t), v)) 
for all pairs required to be in the domain of p,, where f is the canonical 
embedding from (1, . . . , l’} to (1, . . . ,1} and f(t) denotes the value at t of the 
mapping which f naturally induces at sequences. We shall denote p, by f*(p2). 
Let y,, y2, . . . be a fixed sequence in K such that yi, y,, . . . is cofinal in an 
elementary submodel of K. 
Let CP = (u,, . . . , u,(,)) be the sequence IA existing by a, for y =y,, i.e., K 
satisfies: 
Let i, be maximal such that i,! S log log logy, in K. 
Let J be the initial segment of K determined by y,, y,, . . . . Then J=, K. 
To prove the first lemma we need another lemma: 
Lemma 3.2. Assume that pyf is an 2LqCY’)(il)-precondition w.r.t. TY’(u’) + 1 
T~lOg,OglOgY,. Let y my!, i! c log log logy, n E N, and let u be arbitrary, u = 
(4, . . . ) %7(y)). 
Then there is py which b un 2LqCY)(i)-precondition w.r.t. TY(u) + 1 
Th ,Og ,Og jOgy such that for every k s n, if 2h + 1 is the kth odd term of P’, and 
2h + 1 # 1 then 2h + 1 is the kth odd term of Pj;,. 
Proof. First observe that Ty(u) E TYr(u’) in the sense of Definition 3.1. 
Indeed, if ~j E TY(u) for a @j E 3: and Qj f “1 = 1” then Sat;(y, QJ,I, Uj) and 
y 2 ujlogUJ”‘. But since y, zy and y 2 u(“‘~~J)’ we infer Sutz(y,, q,I, u,). 
Now by the definition of u’ we infer &zt:(y,, 47/1, uj) and thus qj is a special 
axiom of Tyl(u’). If @j is a non-special axiom of t’(u) and @j # “l= 1” then 
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evidently ~j is an axiom of TY,(u’). Similarly i?~ loglOglOgY s fh ,oglOglOg,,,. Hence 
Now apply Remark 3.1 to pyl and Ty(u) + ~~,loglOglOgY as T,, Ty$u) + n 
Ti l0g log logy1 as T2. 
We have: if 2h + 1 is the kth odd term of P’, and 2h + 1# 1 then 2h + 1~ 
2L’r’y’(i) < 2L”‘y”(i,) and f(2h + 1) = 2h + 1 is the kth odd term of Pz. 0 
Now we are ready to prove Lemma 3.1. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. If we take h, = 0 then h, is as required in (T, by the fact that 
K i= r; we assume that our coding of sets is such that 0 is not a code of any 
non-empty set. So K k q. Hence K k 6,. 
Assume that K k 19~. Thus J k 6,. 
If K k a,,, then clearly K k IY”+~. So assume that K klt~~+~. We have 
JkVy, 2.4, z i [z =y ~‘“~~~‘&i!~10g10g10gy&u=(u,,...,u,~,,)&i~n 
+3h,,...,h,,pysz(py is an 2LV(Y)(i)-precondition w.r.t. TY(u) + ?‘~,og,og,ogy 
&2h1+1,..., 2h, + 1 are the first n odd terms of P’, 
&py II y,(2h: + 1, . . . , 2h, + l))]. 
In particular, for all m 
JkVz [z =ym (‘0gym)5 & i, 3 n + 3h,, . . . , h,, pym s z 
(p’m is an 2L’r(Ym)(i,)-precondition w.r.t. TYm(Um) + fh ,OglOg,ogy, 
&2h,+l,. . . , 2h, + 1 are the first n odd terms P;m 
& pYm It y,(2h, + 1, . . . , 2h, + l))]. 
Thus, for all m 
JkVz [z =y, (‘O~JJ~)~ & i, 3 n + 1 + 3hI, . . . , h,, h,+I, pym G z 
(pym is an 2L “(Ym)(i,)-precondition w.r.t. Ty.(u”) + f* logloglogy, 
&2hI+1,...,2h,+1,2h,+I + 1 are the first n + 1 odd terms of P~T~ 
&pYm 11 yn(2h1 + 1, . . . , 2h, + l))]. 
Consider two cases: 
(1) For infinitely many m there are hI, . . . , h,+I and py-- as required in the 
above formula such that pym It2u,+, + 14 2h,+I + 1. 
Then, using Lemma 3.2 we would infer that J i= a,,, (note that any precondi- 
tion forces 2o,+i + 1 $1) contradicting the assumption K !=-cJ~+~. Thus 
(2) For almost all m there are hI, . . . , h,+I and pym as required in the above 
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formula such that pym It 2o,+, + 1 E 2/z,+, + 1. But hence, again using Lemma 3.2 
J L vy, U, 2, i [z = y ~‘“gy~~&i!~logloglogy&u=(u,,...,u,~y,)&i~n+l 
+3h,, . . . , h,, h,+,,pYgz 
(p’ is an 2L”(Y)(i)-precondition w.r.t. Ty(u) + ?A ,Og,Og,Ogy 
& 2hl + 1, . . . ,2h, + 1, 2h,+l + 1 are the first n + 1 odd terms of PY,+i 
&py lt(y,(2h, + 1, . . . , 2h, + 1) 
& (~cJ,+~ + 1 E 2h,+l + 1 v 2h,+l + 1 = l)))]. 
Hence 
JkVy, U, 2, i [z =y (‘“gy)‘&i!~logloglogy&u=(u,,...,u,~y,)&i~n+l 
+=i,. . . , h,,, h,,+l,pYcz 
(p’ is an 2Lvcy)(i)-p recondition w.r.t. Ty(u) + ?A ,Og ,Og ,Ogy 
&2h, + 1, . . . ,2h, + 1, 2h,+l + 1 are the first it + 1 odd terms P’,,, 
&py 11 rn+1(% + 1, . . . , 2h,+l+ l))]. 
Thus 
Jb6,+1 and hence K k i?,,+,. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
Now using the w1 saturation of K we are able to choose a sequence 
pY’ ) p”, . . . ) py”, . . . 
such that pym is an Lq(Ym)(m)-precondition w.r.t. 
TYm(urn) + fh log log logy,,z 
and pym It Ym(2h1 + 1, . . . ,2h, + l), where 2hl + 1, . . . ,2h, + 1 are the first m 
odd terms of P2 and for any m, < m2, pyffll =f~‘~“*(pYmz) where f”‘~“‘, ~T’J’Q are 
as in Remark 3.1 for the appropriate theories. 
Then for m, < m2, n E N 
fmlSm*(rg P:ml) E rg PF2, 
In particular we have for every k E dom Psml: 
P;ml(k) # 1 & P;mfk) is odd + P:ml(k) = P;m2(k). 
Let P,,, denote UnsN rg Pzm. 
Let for h s 2Lqcym’(i), w h ere i E N, h” denote the sequence 
{f”!“‘(h): m’ 3 m}. 
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Then h”(m’) is defined for m’ 2 m and h”(m’) < 2LV(ym,)(i). 
Let 
P = {hm: for all m’ 3 m, h”(m’) E P,, 
& h”(m’) is essential w.r.t. P+(r.P’) + ~~,Og,Og,Ogy,,}. 
Let 
T’ = {q(h’l”‘, . . . , h?): hy’, . . . , hp E P 
& for almost all m’, pym’ II q(hy’(m’), . . . , hF(m’))}. 
Then T’ determines a complete diagram of a relational system &l whose universe 
consists of equivalence classes of constants h” from P, where the equivalence 
relation is defined as follows: 
h”I z h”Z iff “h”I = h”2” E T’. 
The details of the construction can be easily derived from the proof of Lemma 
1.3 from [l]. As in [l] we show that A?Z is a model of To+ T*. 
Let M be the initial segment of M determined by the least witnesses for !ll 
sentences true in il?. Clearly M is a model of To + T*. 
Now we shall show that 
(1) M is a model of ZAo + Q1, 
(2) M is a model of r. 
First let us remark that every 3: axiom of the theories Ty(u) which was taken 
into account in Definition 2.8 is witnessed in M. Indeed, in Definition 2.8 we 
introduce forcing constants for some of the axioms of the theories Ty(u) + 
4 log log logy’ Those constants are interpreted in M values of Skolem functions for 
those axioms and for their subformulas. However, the only axioms taken into 
account in Definition 2.8 which are not VEIlI are sentences from T* or sentences 
of the form 
3Z (Vj(z> & VX s Z (2h + I f ?A log log logx)) 
for a qj E T*. 
Clearly, the above sentence, if it is true in fi then it is witnessed below any 
witness for ill. It follows that it is true in M provided that it is true in fi. 
We prove (1) as in Section 1. 
Consider (2). First let us show that any element of ZM is of the form 
[(2h + l)‘“]= for an m E N and h E ZK. 
So let a E Z”. Then there is a j such that qj is in T* and a is smaller in M than 
the square root of the value of rl at the least witnesses for qj. 
Let h E ZK be such that h is larger in K than the square root of the value of v at 
the least witness for qj. Such an h exists since square roots of the value of rl at the 
least witnesses for sentences from T* are all in ZK. 
Then the sentence 
3x (47; (x) & 2h + 13 m) 
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is a special axiom of a certain TY(u) (if its number is j’ for a j’ then it suffices to 
take a u such that 
K k (q,l(Uj,) & 2h + 12 Vm) 
and y such that $q(y) 3 j’ and y 3 uCiogU)“~~ (note that nj, is standard). 
Thus this sentence is forced by all 2LqCY)(i)-preconditions py w.r.t. TY(u) + 
4 ,og ,_ log? for all i. In particular it is forced by pym for m large enough. Hence 
there is an & in K such that fi s h and pym forces g = 2h + 1 where g is the forcing 
constant for the Skolem function for the axiom 
3x, Y (%W &Y = V33) 
pointing to a y. Hence 2h + 1 is a term of Ps;nl for a certain n E N. Hence fi”’ E P. 
Then g be the constant of the forcing language such that a = [g”‘],, for an 
m’>m. Then 
pWtgG2h + 1. 
Thus, there is an L < h such that 
p’k kg = 2h + 1. 
It follows that a = [(2L + l)“‘]=. 
Now consider X, w in M such that M F w = fh iOg 10glOgX for an X. Then, by 
Remark 2.4, w em in M. Hence there is a h in IK and an m such that 
M L w = [(2h + l)“],. 
Moreover 
M~3x(Ph+1Yl== f~,o~,og,ogx) 
and there is a q E T* such that 
M~VY (Q?‘(Y)*~x CY (](2h + l)“l= = pk loglog,ogx)). 
It follows, by Remark 2.5 and Definition 2.8(23), that 
K~VY (Q?‘(Y)~S~X~Y (h = &,g,og,ogx)). 
Indeed, if 
Kb3~ (v’(Y)&~~c W~~iogiogiogx)) 
then this would be a special axiom of almost all T’m(u”) and would be taken into 
account in Definition 2.8; so it would be true in M. Hence 
K k 3~ (h = f: log log ,ogx) 
and also 
J k 3~ (h = fi log log ,ogx). 
Take such an x in J. Let h ’ = Q log log log x in J. 
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Then Y(2h + 1) = rj~,,, is an axiom of ~~g,OglOg,OgX~+l. But 
Q log log log X + 1 = &log log log X + 8). 
Since the cut of ‘log log log’s is closed under successor in J, there is an x’ in J 
such that log log log x + 8 = log log log x’ in J (it is enough to take X’ = x (IO&‘) 
Thus QJ~, is an axiom of ??A iog iog iogX,. Thus I/J~, is forced by the precondition pym 
for any m E N such that ym ax’. Hence 
M F Y([(2h + l)“],) and so M k Y(W). 
Thus we have shown (2) and so we have shown that M is a model of our theory 
ZA,+Q,+t+lE,. 
Finally let us show that 3,*(M) is not coded in M. 
Observe that 3:(M) = T*. Indeed, 3:(M) 2 T* since M k T*. The equality 
follows from the maximality of T*. 
Hence 3:(M) = 3:(K). Thus for every IZ, 
It follows that for every n such that 2h, + 1 is the nth odd term of almost all 
Pirn and (2h, + 1)” E P 
M k a, iff M k a,, 4 [(2h, + l)m]_. 
Since every element of a certain nonstandard initial segment of M is of the 
form [(2h, + l)“lX f or an IZ, it follows that V:(M) $ M, i.e., 3,*(M) $ M. 
Now the proof that M has no proper end-extension to a model of Ido + $2, + t 
is the same as the corresponding proof in [9] and as in Section 1. 
Suppose that M has a proper end-extension to a model ii!i of Ido + &I& + t. 
Then by the maximality of T*, 3:(M) = 3,*(M). Let a E fi\M. Then we have in 
ti for Q, E N, Q, E 3:: 
q E 3,*(M) a 3x =z a &zt$z, Q?, x). 
Hence 3:(M) is A0 definable in fi and so it is coded in ti and thus in M. 
Contradiction. 
Thus the proof of Theorem 2 has been completed. 
Problem. Is M = ii?? 
4. Proof of Theorem 3 
In this section we prove Theorem 3 of the Introduction. The Theorems 4.1 and 
4.2 correspond to Fact 2 and Fact 3 of the Introduction. To prove the theorems 
we have to extend our notion of forcing a formula by a precondition. This is done 
in Definition 4.1 below. 
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Theorem 4.1. Let K be a model of IA,, + 52, + z. Then K satisfies the provable V: 
overspill w. r. t. ZA, + z. 
To prove the theorem we need several definitions and lemmas. 
Definition 4.1. Let k E N be fixed. Let 0(x,, . . . , x,) be a formula of the form 
vyi 32, . * * v)‘k 3& o’(%, . . . , x,, yl, zlr . . . I yk, zk) 
where 8’ is open and may contain the forcing constants 2h + 1. Let p be an 
I-precondition, I = 2L”(i). 
Let gi, . . . , gk s 2L”(i’) be terms of the forcing language, i’ s i. 
Then we say that p forces t3(gI, . . . , g,!J if 
Vi,, h, 3g, . . .Vik,hk3gk(i’~i,<i,<.‘.<ik<i 
&h,~2L”(i,)&...&hk~2L”(ik) 
+gI c 2L”(iI + 1) & - . ’ & gk c 2L”(ik + 1) 
&p+@(g;, . . . , $$n, hl,g,, . . . ,hk,&'k)) 
whereg,, . . . ,gk, hl,. . . , hk range over terms of the forcing language. 
Note that every axiom of a theory T is forced by every precondition w.r.t. T. 
Definition 4.2. Let Q, be a formula of the form 
(*) vyi 3X, vu, 3w, * . . vyk 32, vu, 3wk (6(-f, y,, 21, . . . , yk, zk) 
v b(-f, UI, wl, . . . , u/c, wk)) 
where 8,, O2 are open. Then we shall say that q is the alternative 
vy, 32, . * . bk 3zk &(-f, y,, 21, . . . , yk, zk) 
v vu1 3w, *. . vuk hk 6,(-f, u,, WI, . . . , uk, wk). 
In particular Q7@)(Z, y, zl , ul, w1 > 7 . . . 9 y,, z,, ur, wt) is the alternative 
VY,+i j&+1 * . ’ vyk 32, &(f, yl, 21, . . . 9 yk, zk) 
v vu,+, 3w+* * * . vu, 3wk %& u1, Wlr . . . , uk, wk), 
where r = (s + 1)/2, t = (s - 1)/2 for odd s and r = s/2 = t for even s. 
Similarly we define the notion “g, is a conjunction”. 
Lemma 4.1. Let p be an 2L”(i)-precondition. Assume that cp is of the form 
Vx 3x’ q’(x) (x’ does not occur in 47’) and q’(x) is the alternative ql(x) v qlrz(x) 
in the sense of Definition 4.2. Assume that q is of the form considered (*) in 
Definition 4.2. Then for every i’, hsuch thati’si-k, hs2L”(i’) 
P I- q,(h) or P IF V,(h). 
Similarly for a conjunction. 
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Proof. Assume that Q, is an axiom and that Q, = qi. In the general case the proof 
is similar, only we have to use the constants g, existing by Definition 4.1 instead 
of the constants gS(i,, i, hi, . . . , h,). Let s be such that @+‘) is open. We shall 
show by induction on I c s the following claim. 
Claim. Assume that il, . . ’ . 9 b--r, hl , . . . , h,_, satisfy the conditions of Dejinition 
1.2, r SS. Thus (QI’)‘“-~’ is the alternative I/$-” v @-“. Then 
p IF q?-“(h,, gI(il, i, h,), . . . , L, gs-,(L,, i, h, . . . , k-J) 
or 
P IF @-‘)(h, gl(il, i, b), . . . , L, g,-,(L, i, hl, . . . , L,)). 
If r = 0 then r)@‘, I/$) are just O,, O2 from Definition 4.2 and are open. Then 
the claim is true. Assume that it is true for an r <s. Assume that qjs-(‘+‘)) is of 
the form 
vy* 32, q~“-“(Y1, 21, Ul, %, . * I . f Yt, 2,) US-,> K-J 
for an appropriate y. Let ii, . . . , is_Cr+Ij, hI, . . . , h,_C,+lj be as required. 
Assume that 
p It q@-(r+l))(hI, g,(i,, j, h,) I , . * . , h,-(,+l), gs-~r+l~(L~r+l~, i, h, . . . , k-(,+d. 
Then by Definition 4.2, for any i, h such that i 3 is-(,.+,), h s 2L”(i) 
p It- q$-“(hI, gk, i, h,), . . . , h,-(,+l), gs-~r+~~G-~r+l~, i, h, . . . , h,-(,+& 
h, gs-,(4-,, i, h, . . . , h,-(,+l), . . . , h)). 
Hence, by the inductive assumption 
p It $&‘)(h,, gIGI, j, h,), . . . , h,-(,+I), g,-(,+I)(i,-(,+I), i, h17 . . . , h,-(,+I)), 
h, g,-,(i,-,, i, hl, . . . , h,-(,+I), h)) 
or 
p It- r&r)(hl, gi(ii, i, hi), . . . , k-(,+l), gs-~,+l~(L~r+l~, i, h, . . . , h,-(,+& 
h g,-Ai,-,, i, hl, . . . , k(,+l), h)) 
for any i, h as above. 
But in this case t@) does not depend on yt, z, and is equal to &-@+i)) 
Hence again by Definition 4.2 
p It-Vyt 32, ~f-(r+l))(hl, gl(il, j, h), . . . , k-(,+l), 
gs-~,+l~Gs-~,+l~, i, h, . . . , k(r+lJ) 
or 
p II- q$r)(hI, g,(&, j, h,), . . . , h,-,+I), gS-(~+I)(iS-(r+I)P i, hl, . . . , h,-(,+l))). 
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Thus 
p 11 VY++‘Yh, g,(h, i, W, . . . , L(,+I), gs-~,+l~(is-~,+l~, j, hl, . . . , h,-c,+lj)). 
We proceed similarly if $-(r+l)) is of the form 
Vu I 3r+G Q7i(s-r)(YI, 21, Ult Wl, . . . , ys-r,ut, WI 
for an appropriate t. 
Thus the claim has been proved. 
Now assume that 
p It vx 3x’ q’(x). 
Let i’, h be given. Then 
p 11 @(h, g,(i’, jJ h)) 
and thus, by the claim 
P 11 VI(h) or P 11 %(h), 
note that I/I~, I& do not depend on gI(i’, j, h). The proof for a conjunction is 
similar. 0 
Corollary 1. Let p be a precondition. Assume that Vx (13(x) + 6(x)) is an axiom. 
Let g be a term of the forcing language such that p It 8(g). Then p It 6(g). 
The proof is immediate. 
Let IA,* denote the theory IA,, in the language considered in the previous 
sections and without the axiom of the totality of multiplication. 
Corollary 2. Let p be a 2L”(i)-precondition w.r.t. ZA,T 1 n, i 2 2. Assume that Q, is 
an axiom of the form 3x q,‘(x). Then there is a forcing term g such that p It q’(g) 
and p It Vy <g TV’(Y). 
Proof. Assume that Q, = vi. Let h = g,(O, j, 0). Then p IF q,!(h). The sentence 
v.X [q’(x) * 32 s x (q’(z) & VY < z T’(Y )>I 
is an axiom (it is an axiom of IA,,). Hence it is forced by p. Now, by Corollary 1, 
p 113~ s h (q’(z) & Vy < .z l@(y)). 
Thus, since h s 2L”(l), there is a g G 2L”(2) such that 
P It v’(g) & VY <gW(Y)* 
Then g is as required. !I! 
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Remark 4.1. Let p be a precondition. Then it cannot happen that p It Q, and 
p It-q for a formula q. 
We prove the remark for q~‘“-~‘, where s is such that Q#“’ is open, by induction 
on r, similarly as Lemma 4.1 was proved. 
Definition 4.3. Let h,, E K. Let us say that an 2L”(i)-precondition p is good w.r.t. 
the sentence 
if p is a precondition w.r.t. IA,* r n and the following holds: 
There is a term g of the forcing language such that p forces q’(2h0 + 1, g) and 
for every term g’ of the forcing language p forces g’ <m and p forces 
3x (8’ = q log log logx &x Sg) or p forces g’ > $&jj or p forces 1% (g’ = * 
q,Og,Og,OgX~~ sg). 
Moreover, if p forces g ‘sm and p forces 3x(g’=~~,og,og,ogx&x~g), 
then p forces Y(g’). 
Lemma 4.2. Let q7(2Zz0 + 1) E 3: be such that K k q(2ho + 1). Then 
Vy,i,z[z=y (‘OgyY & i! S log log logy & i 22&d$+h,, 
+3pGz(pisan2L q(Y)(i)-precondition w.r.t. IA,* r q(y) and 
p is good for q’(2ho + 1, rr) + Vx, w (x s a & w = pi ,og,og,ogx3 WW)))]. 
Proof. Assume that q7(2h,, + 1) = 97i. Consider the following sentence: 
3~ [#(2ho+ 1, Y) &V.x GY (2h + 1 f fA,og,og,ogx)l 
and assume that this sentence is cpi,. Then njS E N (see Remark 2.5). 
Let y, i be given and assume that 
K F 3,~ < y (Sat;(y, rp’(%,, + l), X) & y 2 ~(“‘g~)“~ & y 3 x(,“gX,Z”~’ & y 2 x(“‘gX)““). 
Fix such an x in K. Let u = (u,, . . . , z+,)) be chosen for y as u’ was chosen 
for y, in Section 3, i.e., u lists all witnesses for 3: sentences true below y. Let p be 
an 2Lq(Y)(i)-precondition w.r.t. Ty(u) + pi ,og,og,ogy. 
Let g be a term of the forcing language such that 
p I!- “g is the least witness for v(2ho + l).” 
We can treat the sentence 
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as an axiom of IA,* and hence: 
p forces g’ G m and p forces 
3X (g’= PA log log log x & x =-z s) 
or p forces g’ > m or p forces 
1% (g’ = fi log log logx & x c g). 
As in Section 3 we show that there is a h G m such that p It m = 
2h + 1. Moreover, if g’ is a term of the forcing language and p II-g’ c m then 
there is a h 6 m such that p kg’ = 2h + 1. 
Now let g’ be a term of the forcing language such that p forces g’ 6 m and 
p forces 
3X (g’= fi log log log* & x =G g). 
Let h be such that p It-g’ = 2h + 1. Then p forces 
3~ (2h + I= fi log ,og iogx &x c g). 
Thus, there is a g such that 
p It g G g & 2h + 1 = ?‘h ,Og ,Og ,OgE. 
Since 
p It “g is the least witness for q(2ho + l)“, 
we have 
p It Vz [q’(2ho + 1, z) +g G z]. 
Hence, using Lemma 4.1, we show that 
pl~Vz[q’(2h,+l,z)~~~z]. 
And thus 
pItVz[g,‘(2h,,+1,z)~~3x~z(2h+1=~*,,,,,,,,,,)]. 
It follows that 
Kk3x (h = fi,og,og,ogx). 
Indeed, otherwise the sentence 
3~ Lq’(2ho + 1, Y) & Vix c Y (2h + 1+ fi ,og ,og ,o,Jl 
would be a special axiom of Ty(u) and so it would be forced by p. However, p 
also forces its negation. Contradiction with Remark 4.1. 
Thus Y(2h + 1) is an axiom of fi 1 og og I Iogy (as in Section 3 we show that it is an 
axiom of ?A ,Og,Og,OgY for y =x(,~~x)*~-‘). Thus p It Y(2h + 1) and hence p II Y(g’). 
Now, as in Lemma 3.2, we show that the lemma is true. 0 
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Now we prove Theorem 4.1. The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 7 
from [9]. 
Here we shall write 0 instead of 2n + 1 for the numeral for IZ to obtain a clearer 
notation. 
Let I/J E V: and assume that for every n E N, 
IA0 + t F q&). 
Then, for every n there is an m E N such that there is no m-precondition w.r.t. 
IdO r m + t + lq(g). 
Assume that q(y) is of the form 
VW @‘(Y, w) 
and that t is of the form 
vx z’(x) 
where $J’, t’ are EE. 
Then, for every n there is an m E N such that there is no m-precondition w.r.t. 
the theory 
~IJJ’(?~, a) + Vx G @loga r’(x) + IA,* 1 m. 
Indeed, suppose the converse, i.e., for every m there is an m-precondition w.r.t. 
~I/J’(u, a) + Vx s @loge r’(x) + IA,* 1 m 
for a certain IZ. Then the theory 
lq’(g, a) + Vx s alogLI r’(x) + IA,* 
is consistent. Let M be a model of this theory and let a interpret a in M. Then 
a > N since q(n) is true in N. Let Z be the initial segment of M determined by the 
standard powers of a. Then Z is a model of IdO + r + iv(n). Contradiction. 
Let q,(n) be the sentence 
3x [lr@‘(& (x)0) & (x)1 = (x)tp”‘“‘o]. 
A similar argument as above shows that then for every II there are m, i E N 
such that i! slog log logm and there is no 2L’l(“‘)(i)-precondition w.r.t. 
IA,* 1 q(m) which is good w.r.t. the sentence 
@(n, LE) + Vx, w (x, w <a &w = ~*logloglogx~ ‘y(w)). 
Note that an 2L’@)(i)-precondition is ~m(‘ogm)s-see Remark 2.2. 
Let d, E K be nonstandard. Then, for every II there are y, i S d, such that 
i! S log log logy, i 2 2, m 2 it, yuogy)’ G d, and there is no 2L’r’y’(i)- 
precondition p ~y(“‘~~)~ which is good w.r.t. 
@(n, a) + Vx, w (x, w <a&w = ~~loglOglogx~ Y(w)). 
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Let us overspill the formula 
there are y, i G d,, such that i! 6 log log logy, i 3 2, ma IZ, yuogy)’ G d, and 
there is no 2Lq(y)(i)-precondition p s~(“‘~~)’ which is good w.r.t. q’(n, a) + 
Vx, w (x, w =% a & w = q log log l0gx 3 F(w)). 
We find an h,, > N such that there are y, i s d,, such that i! < log log logy, i 3 2, 
m-_ ho, y(‘0gy)5 c do and there is no 2Lq(Y)(i)-precondition p d y(‘0gy)5 which 
is good w.r.t. 
q’(2ho + 1, a) + Vx, w (x, w s a & w = fk,log,og,ogx 3 ‘y(w)). 
Suppose that 111 does not overspill in K. Then for every y 3 N in K we have 
Kkiq$y), i.e., Kk3w7/!I’(y, w). 
In particular K Llq(h,,). Hence K satisfies the sentence q(2ho + 1). 
However, in this way we come to a contradiction with Lemma 4.2. 
Thus we have completed the proof of Theorem 4.1. 0 
Theorem 4.2. Let T* c 3: be maximal w.r.t. IdO + Q, + z. Let M be a model of 
IdO + Q, + z + T* + BXI whose 3: truth is not coded in it. Then M does not 
satisfy the V: provable overspill w.r. t. ZA, + Q, + t. 
Proof. First we need the following definition: 
Definition 4.4. Assume that we are given a recursive enumeration of 3: 
sentences, 8,, 8,, . . . . Let 1 be a number. A function s : l-+ 2 is below the 3: 
truth if: 
(1) The theory 
{ 0,: s(j) = 0} U (10,: s(j) = l} + IA,, + Ql+ t 
does not prove a contradiction with a proof ~1; 
(2) Vj < 1 (s(j) = l+ Satk(ldj)) w h ere Sat, is the V,* universal formula for V,* 
sentences. 
Consider the following formula q’(x): 
3s G 2” (s :x--t 2 &s is below the 3: truth) 
that is 
3~~2”[~:~~2&{8~:~(j)=O}U{~B~:~(j)=l}+IA~+SZ~+t 
does not prove a contradiction with a proof <x 
&Vj<X (s(j)= l*&Zt~(lOj))]. 
Assume that Sat, is of the form Vy Sat; where Sat; is Ez. Then Q!J’ can be 
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written as 
3s5~2”[s:x-92&{B~:s(j)=O}U{78~:s(j)=l}+ZA,+SZ,+t 
does not prove a contradiction with a proof GX 
& Vj <X (S(j) = 1 j Vy sat;(lej, Y))]. 
This can be presented as 
3s~2”Vy[s:x+2&{8,:~(j)=0}U{78~:4j)=1}+ZA,+Q,+r 
does not prove a contradiction with a proof GX 
& Vj <X (S(j) = 1 * SUt;(70j, Y))]. 
This is equivalent (via Bzr) to: 
Vy3S~2”VZ~y[S:X~2&{8j:S(j)=O}U{~8j:S(j)=1} 
+ IA, + Q, + t does not prove a contradiction with 
a proof Sx &Vj <x (s(j) = l+S~t;(l~~, z))]. 
And for x such that 2” exists, this is equivalent to: 
Vy~2”3s~10gyVz~y[s:X+2&{Bj:s(j)=0} 
U (10,: s(j) = l} + Ido + Q, + r does not prove a contradiction 
with a proof s x & Vj <x (s(j) = 1 + Sat;(lej, z))]. 
We are interested in IZJ’(X) only for small x, so we shall reformulate the last 
formula. Let q E 3: be such that M b Q, and if z is the least witness for Q, in M 
then z > N and 22z exists in M. Let I/J(X) be the formula: 
Vz(~‘(z)+x~z)&vy~22~3s40gyvz~y[s:x~2 
& { 0,: s(j) = 0} U {lQj: s(j) = l} + IA0 + Q, + t 
does not prove a contradiction with a proof GX 
&Vj<x (s(j)= l~Ssat;(lej, z))]. 
The part of the last formulae following the quantifier Vz G y is U;,, bounded 
by y. By the remarks following Definition 2 in the Appendix, the formula 
3sSlogyVz~y [s:x *2& (6,: s(j) =O} U {lej:S(j) = l} 
+ Ido + Q1 + z does not prove a contradiction with 
a proof S x & Vj < x(s( j) = 1 + SUt;(lBj, z))] 
again can be made lJ,*,,. Hence v(x) is equivalent in Ido + Q1 to an V; formula. 
To prove the theorem we have to show: 
(1) IA0 + Sz, + z t I&) for standard IZ. 
(2) IJJ does not overspill in M. 
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The proofs of (1) and (2) follow the same ideas as those considered in [2]. 
Consider (1). In any model of Ido + 52, + z we can take for s the standard code 
of the 3: truth, i.e., the string s E N such that s : n -+ 2 and s(j) = 0 iff 971 holds, 
for j < II. 
Consider (2). Suppose that $I does overspill in M. Thus there is a nonstandard I
in M and an s such that s : I -2 and s is below 3: truth in M. Consider the 
following theory T: 
{qj: s(j) = 0 &j E N}. 
Then T* 5 T. Indeed, this follows from the fact that s is below 32 truth in M. 
Moreover T is consistent with Ido f 52, + z since it is I-consistent with ZAo + 
52, + z in M. Hence, by the maximality of T*, T = T*. Thus T is the theory 
3,*(M). But so, s is its code. This contradicts the assumption that 32(M) is not 
coded in M and completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Clearly, from Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 it follows that Ido + Sz, + z is not 
Vz conservative over ZA,, + z. 
Suppose that ZI,(ZA,, + 4, + z) are finitely axiomatizable over ZZ,(ZAo + r). Let 
t1, * . . 7 ?I be that finite axiomatization. Now consider the theory Ido + 
Tit. . . t z,, instead of ZA, and carry out all the constructions and reasonings for 
this theory. It will follow that Ido + Q, + t is not V,* conservative over 
IA,+ z,, . . , tn + t contradicting the choice of ri, . . , tn. 
The generalization for ZA, + Q,,, + z and IA,, + Q, + z is also straightforward. 
Thus we infer Theorem 3 from the Introduction. 
Appendix 
Here we construct the satisfaction formulas involved. We define the classes 3:, 
V:, E:, U;. 
The main result is the existence of an 3: satisfaction formula for 3: formulas in 
IA,, + Q,--see Theorem below. 
Let 22, @ be Buss’s classes of bounded formulas, see [5]. By XI!, V’_Xk let us 
mean classes of unbounded formulas defined as the class of formulas with one 
block of existential quantifiers followed by a @ formula, or with one block of 
universal quantifiers followed by a .Ef formula. 
We can also consider analogous classes in another language. We want to 
consider a language without terms. In such a language the class of open formulas 
is much simpler. 
Let the language that we consider be the language of arithmetic where plus and 
times are treated as relations and also certain new predicates RI, . _ . , R,, 
definable in that language, are added. Also we assume that there are constants 
“n” for IZ E N and in every theory we include the axioms “a + 1” = “n” + 1. 
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Later we shall say explicitly what RI, . . . , R, are. 
Let yl,..., yS be the formulas defining R,, . . . , R, by means of plus and 
times. 
Consider the theory 
Definition 1. Let the formula &a, U) be called ET bounded by a if ‘p is of the 
form 
where n E N, vi/ are atomic or negated atomic. We allow that the variable a is 
identical with one of the variables ti. 
We shall say that cp is of length n if it is of the above form and the blocks Xi, jJ 
have length n. 
The class ET is a counterpart of Buss’ 2: for our language. The quantifiers 
bounded by b correspond to Buss’ sharply bounded quantifiers. Right from the 
definition it follows that the operation of putting a sharply bounded quantifier in 
front of an ET formula bounded by a does not lead out of this class. 
The next lemma states that there exists a universal relation for ET formulas 
bounded by a, This relation is again ET but it is bounded by a number much 
larger than a. 
Lemma 1. There is a formula (p(c, cp, a, u) which is ET buu~ded by c such that 
whenever c 3 #‘ga)” , u ~a, cp(a, ~2) E ET is bounded by a, k = the number of the 
variables ui in Q, and u is a sequence number of a sequence of length k, then 
Proof. First we show an idea, how to build r#~ and then we define it in more 
details. We let Cp(c, cp, a, u) express the following: 
3d 6 c {d = log c & 3f s c [f is a sequence of functions of length IZ 
where IZ is the length of 97 and the Ith term off for I < n is a function 
from the set of I+ 1 n-tuples of numbers Slog a, {&, . . . , &}, to 
the set of the n-tuples j$ of numbers <a and for every sequence 2) 
of n-tuples tila, . . . , fin--l, the following disjunction holds: 
Xjb via% -. . r k-1, (f)ct(%h (fM%, %I, . * . 7 
(fLd%t . ’ + F %2-d, % * * . I %I-dl~* 
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In more detail @ is the formula 
3d s c {d = log c & 35 6 c [S is a sequence of functions of length n 
where n is the length of Q, and the Ith term off for I < n is a function 
from (log a)(‘+‘) n to u” & Vu 4 d (v is a sequence of length rt* of 
numbers Slog a + 3 < II Vj < n A 
H atomic or negated atomic 
if vii is 8 then 
~((v>,,, (V)kp . . . 7 (u)JW ((f)c,(v 1 (I+ 1) . n),;, ((S),,(u 1 (12 + I) . n)),;, 
. . . , ((f)r,(v 1 (4 + 1) * n)),;, (u),,, (u),, . . . J (Y),) 
for the appropriate choice of k,, . . . , k5 < n*, 1,, . . . , ls, <n, 1;. . . , L~Cn, 
rl, . . . , r, < r determined by the free variables of @)I}. 
Finally we write @(c, q, a, U) as: 
3d~c{d=logc&3f~cc3n,r,t,x,y,w~d 
[n = length Q, & r = the number of variables ui in Q, 
&z is a sequence of length n2 of formulas ~;j forming the open part of Q, 
&x, y, w are sequences of variables bounded by V 3 
and the free variables yi of Q, respectively 
&f is a sequence of length n of functions from (log a)(‘+‘) n to a” 
& Vu s d (v is a sequence of length n2 numbers slog a 
+3i<d(i<n&Vj~ddr,, . . . ,rscdVk,, . . . , k,sdVl,, . . . ,l,sd 
‘#ll,. . . , l[,sd (r,, . . . , r,<r&k,, . . . , k5<n2&lI,. . . , I,, l;, . . . , l;<n 
&j<n+ 
3u,, . . ,%r s1, . . . f ss7 VI,. . f > us, VI, . . . I us, XI, . . . > XSl y,, . . . , y,, 
WI,. . . , %, 2 -~c{x*=(x)k,&...&xs=(x)k~ 
&Yl = ((Yh,),; & . * . &Ys = ((Y),,h; & WI = (w),, & . . . & ws = (w),, 
& u, = (L& & . . . & us = (u)_ & 21, = (v),, &. . . & 215 = (V)j,? 
& ti, = v / (I, + 1). n 8~. . . & V = v 1 (/s + 1) - n 
as* = ((fh,(Wj7 . . ? ss = ((f)k(%))li 
Now we are ready to define the relations R,, . . . , R,. Let R,, . . . , R, be all 
the relations which are underlined in the above formulation of @. So there are 8 
of them. 
Remark 1. The universal formula # is of the form 
3d~c{d=logc&3~“,cc~,~d3f2~c~~,~d3y,~c3x,~d8} 
where 6 is open. 
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The last quantifier bounded by c, 3j G c, can be replaced by a universal 
quantifier bounded by c. Indeed, the quantifier in question is: 3u1, . . . , u5, 
Sl, . . . 2 s5 CC. It can replaced by Vu,, . . . , u5, sl, . . . , s5 s c followed by 
[4 = (u),, & - . * & 4 = (4, & 31 = wl>l,(w)~;~ . . ’ Y ss = ((fhrG4h: 
+ the formula following %, , . . . , u5, sl, . . . , s5 =G c]. 
Thus C# can be written as 
3y,~cVd~c{d=logc~V~,~d3x2~cV~,~dV~,~c~~,~d8} 
where 6 is open. 
If we call a negation of an ET formula, a 17; formula, then we see that $ is of 
the form 
where c$’ is a U: formula bounded by c. We shall call a formula of this form Et. 
Thus C$ is El bounded by c. 
Remark 2. Let q(a, ii) be an ET formula bounded by a. Then there is an IZ such 
that whenever c 2 uuogrr)” then 
where u is the sequence number of the sequence ii. 
Indeed, it is enough to take II = (length q)“. 
Remark 3. Every ET formula bounded by a is equivalent to an Ez formula 
bounded by c for a c 3 u(‘~~~)” for a suitable II. 
This is immediate from Remark 2. 
Definition 2. Let a formula q(u, U) be called Ez bounded by a if it is of the form 
where Q is 3 if k is odd and Q is V if k is even and cp’ is ET bounded by a if k is 
odd and rp’ is UT bounded by a if k is even. 
Let ~(a, ii) be called U,* bounded by a if it is a negation of an Ez formula 
bounded by a. 
Then, if we suitably change the bounds, we have by Remark 3 
ETGE;GE; 
xx 
where arrows denote inclusions of classes. 
Also, the class E: is closed under sharply bounded quantification-the proof is 
standard. 
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We shall say that ~(a, 2) is Ez of width II if the blocks of quantifiers in Q, and ii 
have length IZ. 
Lemma 2. There is a formula $(c, ~1, a, u) bounded by c such that for c 3 a(‘Oga)‘, 
u G a, Q, E Ez bounded by a we have 
$(c, 9, a, u) e &a, 4 
where u is the sequence number of the sequence ii. 
Moreover 4 is Ei. 
Proof. Assume that k is odd. Let $(c, QJ, a, ii) be the formula 
3n~c3x,,~c~x,~c...3xk-1dc3d~c 
{d=logc&n=width(~)&,~~ViSd(icm+ZlxSc 
(XCa&X=(Xj)i)&3q’ <d (v’ is the ET part of ~1 
&3v~c(v=x,,-*~* -Q-U & #(c, v’, a, u)))) 
using the fact that the underlined formula can be presented in an ET form 
bounded by c, we infer that 4 is Ez bounded by c. 
If k is even, we proceed similarly. 
Corollary 1. Let Q, E Ez, pl = q(a, ii), bounded by a be given. Then there is an 
n E N such that 
&c, 9, a, 4 @ &a, u) 
for c 3 aclog a)“. 
This follows from Remark 2. 
Corollary 2. There is a formula $(c, q, a, 6) E U: bounded by c such that for 
c 2 a(‘Og’)“, (a, ii) E U: bounded by a, ii =G a, we have 
$(c, V, a, 4 e p)(a, 6). 
Also there is an n as in Corollary 1. 
Definition 3. Let q(U) be called 3: if it is of the form 
3a 3f v’(a, X, ii) 
where q’ is U,* bounded by a. 
Theorem. Assume that k is large enough. Then there is a formula ~(rp, U) E 3: 
such that for every Q, E 3: and every ii we have 
V(% u>e V(U). 
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Proof. Let +(QT, U) be the formula: 
3c 3a, gu, x 3n, k [n is as in Corollary 1 for the formula cp’ where q’ is 
the U: part of Q, & k is the number of variables X and ii in IJY’, 
where q’ is presented as in Definition 3, c 2 &‘g”)” & u < Q 
& u = the sequence number of the sequence U & I&C, q’, a, ii)]. 
We take k so large that the formula c N >auogoY and the other formulas in the 
square brackets are U:. 
Remark 4. In a similar way in which Lemma 2 is proved we can show that for 
every k there exists a formula &zt,*(c, q, u) E El such that for every Ez formula 
q(u) bounded by u and c 2 uuogU)” 
Similarly, there is an appropriate ul formula &rt;(c, q, U) universal for 
one-variable t!J,* formulas q. Also, there is an V; formula Satk(g?, U) universal for 
V,* formulas. 
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